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Project Summary
This is an account of a canoe expedition in the Brazilian Amazon from Juara on the Rio Arinos

downstream to Penedo on the Rio Tapajós. Along with sharing our stories, this report also describes

the wildlife we encounter and endeavours to provide an understanding of the people who live on

the banks of this river system. The appendix gives practical information about navigating the rapids,

advice on how to organise a tropical river expedition and also provides kit lists.
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PART 1

Chapter 1: Introduction
The Arinos to Amazon expedition was a navigation of the Arinos, Juruena and Tapajós river systems

in a two-man canoe (with expedition partner Adam Conroy), from Juara on the Rio Arinos to Penedo,

near Itaituba, on the Rio Tapajós.

It was a journey of 1050km, passing through a large area of untouched forest. The source of the

Arinos is in the state of Mato Grosso, which has experienced high levels of deforestation in recent

years and is now covered in a patchwork of crop fields and cattle ranches. The Arinos flows into the

more isolated Juruena River, passing through a 100km stretch of virgin rainforest, during which the

river flows over 17 distinct rapids and falls. The Juruena then joins the São Manuel, forming the

Tapajós. This river is the traditional homeland of the indigenous Munduruku and is also a gold-

mining hotspot. As the Tapajós progresses downstream, there are progressively more settlements

until a final confluence with the river Amazon.

A small number of expeditions have navigated this river system in its entirety, with the first full

navigation taking place in 18622 by the renowned Amazonian explorer William Chandless. Another

expedition that navigated a large part of this waterway was carried out in 1912 by Henry Savage.

Excerpts from both their accounts are included in this report.

The original inspiration for this expedition comes from a long-lasting interest and family ties to the

Amazon. However, it was during a visit to the region in 2013, where I lived with a family of

ribeirinhos (traditional river people) that I became convinced that I wanted to return to the Amazon.

One night, we went out spear fishing on the river and as we crossed the river, a vast starry sky was

reflected in the perfectly still water below and it felt almost like we were floating through space. I

wanted to return to relive moments of this sheer beauty and to explore the cultures of the

Amazonian peoples.

The Amazon is the single largest remaining tropical rainforest on the planet, covering 6.7 million km2

(about double the size of India). It is home to 10% of the planet’s known species and its waterways

contain the largest number of freshwater species in the World. On top of its unfathomable

biodiversity, the Amazon also has a significant impact on both regional and global climate.3

But the Amazon basin is not only home to fauna and flora but an eclectic clash of people, either

exploiting or working in harmony with it. There are ribeirinhos, indigenous peoples, garimpeiros

(gold miners), madeireiros (lumberjacks), palmiteiros (palm heart collectors), fishermen, scientists,

missionaries and more. And to top this list, the government is also deeply involved in the life of the

Amazon, both in terms of its preservation and its destruction. As I write this, the future of many

communities on the Tapajós is uncertain as the state has schemed up a number of hydroelectric

projects, which could end up flooding huge swathes of forest.

2
This is the first recorded navigation (that I was able to find) by a Western-led expedition party but the river

had clearly been navigated previously by indigenous peoples.
3

WWF, 2015
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This report sets out primarily to tell the story of the expedition and does this through a chronological

exposition of our adventure. However, it also aims to provide an insightful snap-shot of the river

system, its wildlife and its people. Whereas most of the information is from my own observations

and from stories I was told, I supplement some of my writing with information from online research.

Before plunging into the report, it is important to recall the original expedition objectives4 and

remark to what extent these objectives have been achieved. The principal objective was the

navigation of the river system, which was conducted successfully and is what this report will recount.

The secondary objective was to document and share our journey through a variety of channels. So

far, we have shared photos on our website, written this report and I gave a presentation of our

expedition to a group of professors and PhD students in the geography department of the Manaus

Federal University. In the coming weeks, we will be publishing more stories and photos on our

website along with making a short film of the expedition. The third objective was to link with

primary schools in the UK. I already have contacts in two primary schools but for personal reasons,

have not returned yet to the UK. When I do so, I will complete this final objective.

The rest of the report is set out as follows. Chapter 2 summarises two historical expeditions that

navigated the Arinos-Juruena-Tapajós river system. Chapter 3 briefly recounts the planning stage of

the expedition in the UK. Chapter 4 tells the story of our first month in Brazil, during which we spent

two weeks living in a rural community as part of our orientation period. Chapters 5 to 8 recount our

expedition which I subdivide into four sections; the Arinos, the Upper Juruena, the Lower Juruena

and the Tapajós. Chapter 9 concludes and offers some final personal reflections. There are eight

appendices which include advice on negotiating the Juruena rapids, advice on planning an

Amazonian river expedition, kit lists, a list of Amazonian fishing techniques and an accounting

statement.

Chapter 2: A quick note on two historical expeditions
This paper makes reference to two historical expeditions. The Englishman and well-known

Amazonian explorer, William Chandless, navigated the Arinos, Juruena and Tapajós rivers in 1962.

Another Englishman, Henry Savage-Landor navigated the Arinos, Juruena and a small part of the

Tapajós in 1912 before choosing to continue overland. Here I summarize briefly these two

expeditions.

Chandless (1962)

Chandless published a 15 page paper in Volume 32 of the Journal of the Royal Geographical Society

in London entitled Notes on the Rivers Arinos, Juruena, and Tapajós. This detailed his observations

of the river, landscape, flora, fauna and people he encountered in a canoe expedition from the

village of Diamantino, in Mato Grosso state near the source of the Arinos, all the way to Santarém.

Chandless travelled as part of a group of several canoes of men who were familiar with the river

system. The descriptions he gives are efficient and largely accurate and we actually used his advice

on running and bypassing the rapids of the Rio Juruena to navigate this section of river ourselves.

4
See appendix 7 for a complete list of our original objectives.
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It was fascinating that a lot of Chandless’s descriptions of how the animals, forest and weather

differed along the journey were still accurate today. Even one or two of the smaller indigenous

settlements he mentions have not moved in 150 years. The only notable inaccuracy is that he

comments that the river changes colour to a “dull blackish tint” on the Rio Juruena, whereas the

river we observed remains a similar dark green, even on the Tapajós.

Savage (1913)

Henry Savage Landor was more of a crazy traveller than a rigorously scientific explorer and although

he conducted some astonishing adventures, he wasn’t held in high esteem by a lot of the scientific

community; for example Theadore Roosvelt writes: “those alleged explorers, among whom Mr.

Savage Landor stands out in unpleasant prominence”. Also, after giving a lecture at the Sorbonne,

the French press described his writings as “une série inépuisable de péripéties fantaisistes” (an

inexhaustible series of farfetched adventures).5

He recounts his Amazonian adventure in a 2-volume epic titled Across Unknown South America.

During his tour of the continent, he descends the Arinos and Juruena rivers with a team who have

never paddled a canoe in their lives. When he reaches the Tapajós, he decides to continue overland,

during which he spends 16 days without eating any food.

His account is not in the concise, scientific style of Chandless but more of a collection of personal

anecdotes, observations and conjectures supplemented with a few scientific measurements. He has

a tendency to exaggerate but his report makes a great read and some of his tales are so outrageous

that he frequently had me in tears of laughter6.

Chapter 3: Planning the expedition
Expedition planning is a hectic mix of activities from sending emails and arranging meetings to going

on courses and scouring the internet for information on obscure bits of kit. The nitty-gritty of the

planning process has been relegated to the appendix as details on water purification, insurance, etc.

are really only interesting for those planning wilderness expeditions themselves. Here are some of

the more interesting bits.

Among the highlights of our UK preparations was a lunch with Tanis and Martin Jordan in the

beautiful Shropshire countryside. Their hilarious book, Out of Chingford: Round the North circular

and up the Orinoco, recounts stories of their travels and adventures in the Amazon and it was

inspirational to meet them in person and hear their stories first hand. Over lunch, we poured over

maps, looked at photos and asked a bucket-load of questions on Amazonian river travel.

5
See Buck, 1999

6
One of his best stories is included in appendix 8 as an example. Although not directly relevant to the writing

of this report, the anecdote was too funny not to include and may also give the reader a feel of what it would

be like to travel on the Arinos in the early 20th century.
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Reassuringly, they were down to earth, which gave us more confidence as we realised we didn’t

have to be superhuman to explore rivers in the Amazon.

Another highlight of our preparations was the Wilderness Medical Training course in Scotland, which

was worth its weight in gold. We learnt how to give intra-muscular injections of painkillers,

antibiotics and adrenaline; how to bind fractured hips; what to do if you get bitten by a snake; how

to treat various infections; how to remove foreign objects embedded in your eyes and the list goes

on. The weather was beautiful and we met a bunch of inspirational adventurers and scientists. Some

were going to kayak un-paddled white water in Madagascar and a group of four was heading to a

remote pacific Island (10 days by boat from the nearest hospital!) to conduct a 6 month biodiversity

survey.

Figure 2: Training in the Lake District

During one of our last weeks in the UK, we also got a canoe master class with Craig, on the Ullswater

in the Lake District. During the day, a cold wind was blowing so although we didn’t run any white

water, we got practice handling the boat in difficult, wavy conditions. This mini-expedition was used

to test our kit and we spent the evening telling stories around a campfire before bivvying on the

beach.

The final few days of preparation were extremely busy and Adam was still printing out Google map

images of our route as the taxi arrived to take us to the airport on July 1st. My thoughts were

confused on the way to the airport. Excitement was mixed with worry whether we’d packed

everything and only 2 weeks after my last exam, I would miss my graduation and I felt like I was

moving on too quickly, before the previous chapter in my life had fully finished.
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Chapter 4: Manaus, the orientation period and our travels to Juara

(2nd Jul – 12th Aug)
Mini-introduction - Manaus – Rio Preto da Eva – Arrival at Sobrado – Lost in the flooded

forest – Processing mandioca – Skills learnt – Wildlife – Back in Manaus – Boat to Santarém –

Santarém – Bus to Sinop – Sinop – Bus to Juara – Juara

This section recounts are experiences in Brazil before the expedition. We started with a 10 day stay

in Manaus, before heading to the riverside Sobrado community for our orientation period. The

orientation period was a 2 week home stay with a family of ribeirinhos and the aim of this time was

to develop the necessary skills to survive alone in the jungle. After the orientation period, we

returned to Manaus, before a 6-day journey by boat and bus to Juara, where we launched the

expedition.

Manaus

We arrived in Manaus, Brazil, on July 2nd. This capital city of the Amazon state is a huge urban sprawl

with around 2 million inhabitants, situated on the Rio Negro, in the heart of the Amazon rainforest.

However, living amongst the traffic, high-rise buildings and chaos of this wild city, you would never

imagine you were in the middle of a jungle.

We stayed with our wonderful family friends in Manaus and spent the first 10 days getting

acquainted with the city’s nightlife and buying kit. We danced forró to live music in a small rustic bar,

listened to sertanejo classics during a seasonal Junina party and had a barbeque on a floating hut in

the middle of the river. One day, we paddle-boarded through the Igapó (flooded forest) on the river

Tarumã, where water levels rise seven or eight meters in the rainy season. Another day, we spent on

a friend’s farm in the forest, swimming in a spring-fed pool.

It wasn’t all fun and games though as we got busy with expedition organization: enquiring about

ferries at the ports, finalizing evacuation plans and buying supplies. When we arrived, the street

selling fishing kit was flooded and we had to walk along elevated wooden planks to get into the

flooded buildings. Even when prices are displayed, you have to haggle to get a good price. We got

the hang of it quickly, buying everything from machetes, fishing hooks and slingshots to a pressure

cooker, mugs and tarpaulins.

A friend of a friend, Flávio, member of the local kayaking club, offered to take us paddling so we got

to try out our canoe on a short river trip on the Rio Preta da Eva, northwest of Manaus. It was

stunningly beautiful. We arrived in the morning after a typical breakfast of sweet coffee and cuscuz

(a cornmeal cake) and assembled the boat by the riverside in front of an intrigued crowd. The river

was narrow and swift and although there we no rapids, we struggled at every corner not to be swept

into branches and bushes that grew out past the banks. While we heard a monkey, we saw little

wildlife. However the clear river under us and bright green foliage above was beautiful enough to

feed our excitement for the larger expedition that lay ahead.

Orientation period in Sobrado

On the 13th July, we woke at dawn and left behind one of Manaus’ most prominent districts for a 2-

week stay in the rural Sobrado community, where perhaps 100 families lived dispersed along a small
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tributary of the Rio Negro. As we travelled between the Islands of the Anavilhanas archipelago on

the way to the community, it felt exhilarating to finally be in the wilderness.

The forest was flooded and the right-hand river “bank” was made up of the crowns of trees; a

seemingly flawless wall of green. An almost invisible break in this wall marked the entrance of a 200

meter passage – created by felling the trees during the dry season – that took us through the

flooded forest to our hosts’ house.

A troop of dogs barked greetings at us but there was nobody in so we were dropped off on the shore

to await the arrival of the unsuspecting home owners. I’d stayed with the family two years

previously but was worried about whether they would remember me. As the growl of the motorboat

faded into the distance, we contemplated what the reaction of our potential hosts would be when

they arrived and found two gringos (foreigners) squatting in their casa da farinha, the hut in which

mandioca is processed. Luckily for us, when evening came and the family arrived, they remembered

me and we were welcomed with open arms.

Figure 3: Our host family’s house during the orientation period

The couple, Jaime and Graça, lived in a stilted house, made of wooden planks and with a corrugated

metal roof. Beside the house was a little garden where they grew chilli peppers, maxixi (similar to a

cucumber) and urucu (the seeds of which can be crushed into an orange or red dye, used

traditionally by many indigenous peoples as a body paint). They also kept pigs and ducks. Behind the

house was an area of cleared forest, perhaps 100 meters across and 200 meters deep. It was mostly

a mandioca plantation but they also cultivated sugar cane, plantains, cacao, bananas and tucumã

palms. A generator was usually turned on in the evening, charging mobile phones, providing light

and pumping water from the river into buckets for use in washing. Previously, they would drink

water directly from the river but a few years ago, an America NGO had provided all the families in

the community with water filters so they now filtered water to drink.
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The two weeks in Sobrado were spent fishing, processing mandioca, lighting fires, cooking and

playing with the kids who had come to visit their grandparents for the school holidays. The official

aim of our time in Sobrado was to improve our fire making and survival skills to fully prepare

ourselves for our main expedition and we were definitely learning from the best. The husband,

Jaime, could seemingly make fires anywhere: on the flat part of his canoe paddle, in his canoe and

even on top of a dangly tree vine in the igapó. He got excited about the thought of making a fire in

our canvas canoe but we were very quick to suggest that that wasn’t a good idea! In contrast to

Jaime, our fire making skills were atrocious when we arrived and it took Adam 3 hours to start a fire

and cook us rice pudding for breakfast on the first day!

During the first evening, I thought it would be a good idea to go night fishing alone so I grabbed the

fishing spear and headed into the flooded forest. The head torch wasn’t focussed enough to see fish

underwater and I quickly lost sight of the house. On realising the futility of the quest, I returned in

what I thought was the direction of the house but quickly realised I was lost. At night, all the trees

really do look the same, at least to my untrained eye. ADAM!! I yelled at the top of my voice and to

my surprise, his response came from almost exactly the opposite direction. I got home safely but

definitely a lesson learned.

On another starlit night, Jaime took us both back into the flooded treetops to fish with a spear and a

torch. While he casually demonstrated incredible skill, standing poised with spear in hand on the

bow of the canoe, we tried our best to swat the ants and spiders that tried to hitch a ride as we

pushed through the branches. Every fifteen minutes Jaime would ask us where we thought home

was, and in the dark we failed to guess correctly even once!

During the day, we spent a lot of time processing mandioca, known as either cassava or manioc in

English. This brown tuber has been cultivated by the indigenous populations of Amazonia for

thousands of years and forms a key part of the rural Amazonians’ diet. We got up early in the

morning to harvest the mandioca on the plantation. It was good machete practice as we cleared

thorny shrubs and cut down the mandioca trees, before yanking the tubers out of the ground. A

machete is a very versatile tool and I have seen them used to tighten screws, dig holes, chop garlic,

peel manioc, cut down trees, carve wood, crack nuts, split logs, etc. Using a machete efficiently

requires a lot of skill and so harvesting mandioca was perfect practice.

Once harvested, the mandioca is carried to the casa da farinha where it is peeled. Some people then

soak this peeled mandioca for around 3 days. Soaking the mandioca starts a fermentation process

and alters the taste of the final product. The Munduruku Indians we met at the end of the expedition

would soak all the harvested mandioca, while our hosts would mix soaked and un-soaked mandioca

together. After this, the root is shredded and pressed and the remaining mush is then toasted in a

huge pan, using a canoe paddle to turn and stir the mixture, resulting in farinha; a coarse, crunchy

flour. This complex procedure is necessary to remove the deadly cyanide in the mandioca that can

be deadly if eaten raw.

Not just farinha but a number of regional specialities are based on mandioca. For example, the liquid

can be collected from the pressed mandioca (although only if the mandioca hasn’t been fermented

already in water). This liquid separates into a white, water-resistant, rubbery substance known as

goma. This is used to make tapioca which is a goma pancake or beiju which is similar to tapioca but

is fried with untoasted farinha. After the goma separates from the mixture the remaining liquid is



highly poisonous, but if it is boiled for long enough it makes a sauce called tucupi. Tucupi can be

mixed with chilli peppers and used as a chilli sauce. It is also the base of tacacá, a famous Amazonian

soup which also contains prawns and jambu, a leaf which makes your tongue go numb.
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Figure 5: Adam pressing mandioca to make goma
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melancholy and distinctive descending arpeggio that we spent way too much time imitating. In the

Amazon, they are a bird shrouded by myth and legend.

Figure 6: Exploring a creek with our host family

At night on the riverbank, we encountered a four metre anaconda, which uncurled under our

torchlight and slid underneath our canoe and into the current. The bug life was plentiful: some

beautiful and some terrifying. Finding a scorpion in your canoe or a fist sized spider on your toilet

paper is hardly enviable. Whenever we got out of the canoe to go up to the house, everyone would

get covered in fire ants and do a hilarious jig while making ohh and ahh sounds, getting to the house

as quickly as possible to wash the ants off with a bucket of water! It was as uncomfortable as it was

funny! On the other hand, brightly coloured beetles, glow-worms and massive blue butterflies made

up for some of the discomfort.

When it was finally time to leave, we were taken to Novo Airão and given a send-off by the whole

family and a rabble of kids. Although we still stood out as foreigners with our kit, we now had a

decent repertoire of Amazonense words, a bag of farinha, goma and two hand-made paddles (that

Jaime made for us using a chain saw) and we felt more local than ever before. We slung our

hammocks in the passenger boat and quietly wondered whether we were fully prepared for the

big expedition.

Manaus again and travel to Juara

Back in Manaus, we became fully involved in researching the next stage of our journey, calculating

rations, buying supplies, making modifications to the canoe and updating the website. We managed

to find time though to visit the beautiful Iracema falls at Presidente Figueiredo and to go to yet

another Junina party. Finally, all preparations were done and we, with no excuses to delay us any

longer, set off on the last leg of the journey before the expedition: a 1500 mile journey by boat and

coach that would take us 6 days.
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The first stretch was by river boat from Manaus to Santarém. We arrived at the port in the morning

and after a heated argument with two porters who insisted on carrying our things and then asking

an outrageous price, we set up our hammocks on the top deck. Sellers milled round selling oranges,

fried banana chips, pastries and headphones and the boat slowly filled up with a colourful array of

hammocks. The 36 hour journey was relaxed and we spent it sleeping, watching other boats pass by

and enjoying the beauty of the river Amazon.

In Santarém, we stayed with my cousin where we tried a traditional Paraense dish known as

maniçoba – also made from mandioca! It is prepared by boiling mandioca leaves for a week to

remove the toxins and is served with rice and farinha. We stayed for two nights and left with an

overwhelmingly positive impression of the city. The people were very friendly and at the local bar

we visited, the atmosphere was electric with everyone dancing traditional Brazilian dances to my

cousin’s reggae band.

Stage two of the journey was a 30 hour bus journey to Sinop, mostly on dirt roads. The coach was

comfortable and we stopped regularly at all you can eat self-service restaurants to eat huge portions

of rice, beans, macaxeira (a softer, non-toxic type of cassava) and meat. At one point, a broken down

lorry blocked the road in front of us, causing a back log of vehicles in either direction. Fortunately at

this point, there was a small, very steep, side road that our bus was able to travel down, preventing

us from being stuck for hours. All in all, the journey was smooth although I hear it can sometimes

take four of five days in the rainy season.

Figure 7: Road to Sinop

We got off the coach at Sinop, a modern city with a distinctively North American feel. It was founded

in the 1970s by the company Sinop Terras but is now a city of over 100,000 inhabitants and most

people we spoke to weren’t originally from the state of Mato Grosso but from states in the North-

East and South of Brazil. The economy of the region was originally based on tree-felling but now is

focussed around agriculture; particular soya and cattle. The road leading into the city was lined

almost exclusively with agricultural-related buildings; shops sold seeds, tractors, farming equipment

and there were a few agriculture research institutes. The population was much whiter than both

Amazonas and Pará and traditional Amazonian food had been partially replaced by fast food joints.
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The following day, we completed the final stage of our journey; an 8 hour journey by bus across the

state of Mato Grosso to Juara. There was no forest to be seen and as we travelled along the dusty

red road, lined by dry empty fields; it was hard to imagine this area was once luscious rainforest.

Fields stretched for as far as the eye could see and every now and then, we would pass processing

plants with enormous silos.

The economy of Juara seemed to be based more on cattle than crops and it was unusual to see a

man not wearing a cowboy hat. We stayed in Hotel London and the owners were delighted to have

Englishman (for that matter non South-Americans) staying at their hotel for the first time. They were

kind, helping us get a discount on our supermarket shop and by offering us lifts. On our final night in

Juara, we met a local big-shot cattle farmer, Moasir, who took us to the annual rodeo where we

were plied with free alcohol and food by his many friends. He claimed that everybody knew him and

that statement didn’t seem to be far from the truth. It was an exciting evening and there was an

incredible variety of cow-boy hats on display.
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PART 2
This section recounts the expedition itself. The journey is divided into 4 legs; the Arinos, the Upper

Juruena, the Lower Juruena (this is the “rapids section”) and the Tapajós.

Chapter 5: The Arinos (13th Aug – 23rd Aug)
Setting off – coral snake – first rapids – the people of Mato Grosso – Apiaká – fishing lodge –

return to Juara – back at the fishing lodge – end of the Arinos

Although we’d been planning to set off on the 13th August, the start of the expedition felt

unexpected and spontaneous. We’d woken up past 10.30 am, feeling tender after our night at the

rodeo. But at midday, despite headaches and nausea, we decided that it couldn’t be put off any

longer so we finished our packing, hired a truck, waved goodbye to the friendly owners of Hotel

Londres and set off for the Arinos.

The river, 165 meters wide and a beautiful green was fast-flowing, despite the low levels. As we set

up our canoe on the river bank, a few lorry drivers pulled over to take a midday bath. Before we set

off, we ceremoniously sprayed a bottle of the Brazilian fizzy drink guarana over our boat to mark the

start of our journey. While planning for the expedition, it was impossible to imagine this moment

and it felt surreal that we were now setting off.

Figure 8: Our first view of the Arinos

The first week was an intense introduction to jungle life. Washing dishes off the rocks on the first

night, a coral snake slithered out of the water straight towards me and I only noticed it when it was
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three feet away. I flicked it away with a piece of fire wood but it was a reminder that even though

we were so close to cattle ranches, we were still very much in the wilderness. Wildlife was

surprisingly plentiful and we saw lots of blue and gold, and scarlet macaws. These macaws usually

mate for life and we almost only saw them in pairs. In Portuguese, they go by the onomatopoeic

name arara after their shrieking call and if there were any macaws flying in the area, we always

heard them before we saw them. The other animal we saw a lot towards the start of the expedition

was the World’s largest rodent: the capybara. We would startle them by the riverside and they

would either plop into the water or crash away into the bushes.

Only on the second day, we hit our first named rapid, cinco boca, so called as it has five separate

channels. We investigated three of the channels and decided on lining the boat down a smaller right-

hand channel. It was very much a process of learning-by-doing as I gripped the boat, waist deep in

water, with Adam behind holding onto the rope. The rapid was fairly small and I’m sure we’d have

run it if we had come across it four weeks later, but the canoe was heavy. We’d also only had a few

hours white water canoe experience in our lives (during which we capsized), so we decided to line it,

practicing a skill that would become very important later on.

The first week carried many frustrations. We were by no means skilled at jungle river travel.

Negotiating cinco boca had taken 2 hours and we spent a lot of time in the banal activity of re-

organising bags. Making fires had been easy as it hadn’t rained for weeks but making them suitable

to cook on, particularly as we didn’t want to melt the plastic handle of our precious pressure cooker,

was where the real skill lay. At the end of the expedition, we were able to set up camp, wash, make

a fire and cook in under 2 hours leaving ourselves a few hours to read or simply chat. At the start

however, we would spend hours undertaking the most mundane tasks, leaving not a single moment

to rest.

There were no people living on the river banks here but many of the Islands in the river had houses

on them; holiday homes for wealthier families in Juara who would go there with friends to spend the

weekend fishing and drinking. We were invited for breakfast by one such family and left with fresh

fish and fish bait. The family husband, the hilarious Haroldo, had Italian grandparents. This was a

common thread in Mato Grosso. The population was mostly white and people had very recent

European heritage, consistent with a huge wave of immigration from Europe during the World Wars.

We met descendants of Hungarians, Germans, and Poles amongst others but the current generation

tended only to speak Portuguese, whilst their parents and grandparents could still speak the tongues

of their countries of origin. An exception was at Porto dos Gaúchos (close to Juara), where there was

still a living German speaking community.

The nights were very cold during the first few days, which made sleeping at night difficult. This is a

yearly phenomenon with the months of June, July and August being the coldest time of year. We

were struggling with little sleep and my diary entry from day 3 reads;

“We’d been very cold the previous 2 nights - around 2 or 3 in the morning, the temperature

drops massively and with fleece, 2 shirts, trousers and blankets, it is still difficult to sleep. We were

mainly cold from below so between us, we used the buoyancy aids, spare tarp and half a roll mat as

insulation. I feel like the hammock is the only true safe haven and sleeping is vital on an expedition. I

felt the rest of the journey would be hellish if we couldn’t find sleeping mats or blankets.”
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The low temperatures at this time of year are not a recent phenomenon and Savage records

temperatures as low as 38° Fahrenheit (3° Celsius) during his expedition in 1913.

It was almost impossible to sleep in the early morning and we even shared a hammock one night to

try and stay warm. It was fast becoming a priority to acquire extra blankets if we didn’t want to be

constantly exhausted, so one day we stopped at a typical Island holiday house to ask after insulation.

We surprised a man in his fifties who hadn’t heard us arrive and although it was morning, you could

already smell cachaça, the iconic Brazilian liquor, on his breath. We fished with him a little, got given

fish and some plastic sheets (the closest thing he had to spare blankets) and tried the Jatobá; a pale

green fruit in a brown husk which sort of disintegrates like a powder and sucks all the moisture out

of your mouth. We then couldn’t turn down a glass of cachaça ourselves. The man jokingly asked if

Adam wanted a full glass and not yet fully at grips with Portuguese, he replied tudo bem and ended

up drinking more than a healthy dose of this strong Brazilian spirit. We headed into the flow, careful

to avoid rocks in the fast current and trying to remember how to edge when crosscurrents took us

by surprise.

Being given fish was both a blessing and a curse. While they were nice to eat, we were slow to gut

them and unskilled in cooking them. Our first attempts at cooking fish were disastrous. We burnt a

pacu roasting it on a stick and discovered that putting fish in a black bean stew is revolting. It took

some experimentation but eventually we triumphed with a delicious matrixã stew.

Figure 9: Lunch with Apiaká on Arinos

One lunch time, we joined a family of four Apiaká Indians on some rocks under an umbrella-like tree

for lunch. We were going to crack out our left-over rice but were invited to share their meal, to

which we readily agreed. The family were out on a 3 day trip from their aldeia (indigenous village) on

the Rio dos Peixes and their haul was impressive. I counted at least 5 sacks full of live tracajá (a type

of freshwater turtle), which had been caught, like fish, on worm-baited hooks. There were plentiful

buckets filled with their eggs as well, which are dug up on beaches. The egg yolk is kept with the

white being discarded. When the egg is older, they are sometimes fried and also used to make

“cakes” but most traditionally, they are whisked smooth and mixed with farinha and optionally,
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sugar. The resultant mixture is thick and sweet (if sugar is added), similar almost to dulce de leche

with a satisfying crunch given by the farinha.

The oldest man and a very short old woman skilfully gutted, plucked and chopped up a massive

jungle duck that had been shot in the morning. It was boiled on a roaring fire and the resultant stew

served with farinha was mouth wateringly delicious. I asked the youngest guy (probably around 20

years old) whether he spoke the Apiaká language but he said he didn’t. Later, I discovered that the

last speaker of the Apiaká language died in Juara hospital in 20118.

After lunch, they gave us a substantial amount of farinha, the remainder of the boiled duck and

some worms to catch fish. We paddled downstream and they continued onwards, only travelling

two or three times faster than us by rabeta (small motor) in their low-lying and heavily laden

dugouts.

History of the Apiaká9

Historically, the Apiaká were located in the forest between the Juruena and Arinos rivers. However,

conflict with seringeiros caused them to migrate downstream to Salto Augusto on the river Juruena.

By the beginning of the 20th century, the majority of Apiaká were found even further downriver

around the modern settlement of Barra São Manuel. In 1902 the collectoria estadoal (tax collection

office) of Mato Grosso was established to collect tax from rubber exports from the region and one of

the fiscal agents was incredibly barbaric killing many Indians and workers alike. The Apiaká suffered

a reprisal for an attack they made on the collectors office, reducing their numbers significantly. The

evil tax-collector was eventually killed and his successor, a certain Mr. Barreto, was so kind and

generous that some of the remaining Apiaká from the area moved and lived at the collectoria itself.

Some other Apiaká are thought to have joined Munduruku villages. Later, some Apiaká moved back

up the Juruena and so the tribe is now spread amongst seven aldeias on the teles pires, juruena and

rio dos peixes rivers. Many are married to munduruku but this language, while often spoken

informally at home is not spoken formally or taught at schools. Although the Apiaká no longer have

their own language, they use Portuguese to prevent themselves being culturally assimilated to

Munduruku.

On day 6, we reached encontro, the confluence of the Rio dos Peixes with the Arinos. On a high bank

on river right, stood a big wooden house and I shouted up to see if anyone was in to ask if we could

sling our hammocks up there. A young lad around our age slumped down the bank and welcomed us

heartily. It transpired that the building was a lodge that was rented out by parties who went there to

fish. It was owned by a gay Japanese overlord who was, along with his three brothers and mother, a

well-known businessman in the area. The guy who looked after the lodge, whom I’ll call José, could

be likened to a messy student and as the lodge hadn’t been booked for a while, it was a tip.

He’d left home when he was 11, because his mother hit him and treated him badly compared to his

siblings. Left without anywhere to go, he lived on the streets and in friends’ houses, wondering the

state of Mato Grosso from place to place. He turned to crime in order not to starve but he assured

us that he’d never killed a man. He mugged people, stole from shops and had taken part in cattle

8
Projeto de documentação de línguas indígena, 2011

9
See Ethnologue, 2015; Instituto Socioambiental, 2015; Nimuendajú, 1948
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stealing operations on occasion. His stories were priceless. Dogs sold for good money and young

puppies were easily stolen by whistling them over and putting them into bags. Once, he stole a

Rottweiler puppy, selling it the very same day and splitting the 100 reis equally between him and his

accomplice. In the evening on TV, an old woman was crying about the loss of her dog and offered a

3000 reis reward for anyone who gave it back to her. Hearing the woman speak, José saw a business

opportunity and proceeded to re-steal the dog he’d just sold, return it to the woman and claim the

3000 reis reward!

He came to realise that money that came easily disappeared quickly (on alcohol, brothels, etc.) and

although he’d never been caught, it was a dangerous life. His uncle, a cocaine addict, was killed over

a bicycle robbery. He turned his back on his thieving lifestyle and worked as an illegal logger which

he described as very dangerous, had also driven trucks and had a qualification that enabled him to

work in a bean processing plant. Now he spent his days drinking (getting through a litre of cachaça

with seemingly little effect) but describes that as the only part of his life that he now needs to clean

up. He seemed hopeful for the future and made great company.

We got up early in the morning to discover that our satellite communication device wouldn’t turn

on. We tried everything we could think of to get it to start but to no avail. It was an irritating set-

back but we were left with no choice but to find somewhere with internet and get in contact with

the company and see if it was possible to fix it or to get a new one. Hence, we ended up returning to

Juara, leaving our expensive kit under José’s watchful eye, hoping that he had truly left behind his

criminal ways. We hiked up to the nearest dirt road to try our thumbs at hitchhiking and within 5

minutes, a military police 4x4 went by and agreed to take us with them to Juara. We screamed along

the dirt roads, drifting round corners until we arrived in 90 minutes, at Juara. We were quizzed

thoroughly by the police, and not trusting British policemen, let alone Brazilian ones, I was careful

not to give them any more information than I needed to. They were friendly though (to us) and we

were told that Juara was one of the safest cities in Mato Grosso.

Back in Juara, we spoke to customer service and it turned out that we needed to reset the device; a

process that involved holding down an obscure selection of buttons for 60 seconds. These

instructions were not on the device or in the manual and I felt angry about the lack of clarity which

wasted our time and could have cost us our lives. The upside was that we could buy blankets

although they weren’t needed much as the nights warmed up fairly quickly as we progressed north

and time rolled on.

Figure 10: Farmer taking selfie with his cattle after our brief return to Juara
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The following day, we got the bus back, a journey of 3 hours and were dropped off at a road side

café, owned by the same farmer, Moasir, who we had invited us to the rodeo. We had lunch with

him and tried to hitchhike from the café down a smaller side road back to our canoe. We failed

spectacularly as very few vehicles passed by every hour and so we ended up staying the night. The

next day, Moasir kindly agreed to drive us back to the lodge but first, we got shown round the ranch

by Moasir, who went round, explaining to his men their tasks for the day.

Back at the fishing lodge, we were peer pressured into staying another night. A family arrived for a

day out and we joined them fishing, drinking and listening to music. The husband was your

stereotypical cowboy. He wore leather boots and wore both a knife and pistol on his belt. I went

down to the river bank with him and got a master class in sharpening my machete. He also showed

us a photo on his phone of a jaguar, head propped upright by a stick, which he had killed the

previous week. It was a beautiful animal and I commented on how sad it was that it had been killed,

to which everyone descended into laughter. They explained that there were lots of jaguars around

and that this one had been killing the cattle. Another family was camped nearby out on a fishing trip

and we joined them for a delicious caipirinha and dinner. They’d caught a huge cachorra (a species

of fish with massive teeth) and had also shot four small jacaré (caiman), which were still spasming,

hours after they’d been killed. Apparently they still spasm in the cooking pot! The Arinos is

overfished as it is the pastime for people all around to go fishing on the weekend, always with an

icebox full of cold beer. There are laws governing the size of each species you are allowed to catch

but these are ignored and espinel 10and fishing nets are also prohibited but we must have seen

hundreds of espinel tied up along the banks.

Figure 11: The Arinos

The final two days on the Arinos, we descended the Santa Rosa and Traversão dos Indios rapids. The

first rapid Santa Rosa had a large tongue on river left but a strong cross current came in causing

large whirlpools so we decided not to run it. A ledge ran across river right and we lined the boat

easily down a little shoot of water through the ledge. Traversão dos Indios was the biggest feature

on the Arinos with a rocky lip running across most of the river, and we chose to line this too. The

water often made it too loud to hear each other and a miscommunication at one point led to me to

10
Espinel is a type of fishing trap. See appendix 3 for more details.
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let go of the boat when I shouldn’t have. At another point, the boat had been horizontal across the

current with water about to tip over the edge. We were lucky not to lose some kit and after this

close call, we developed a system of hand signals that enabled us in later rapids to line complicated

routes without speaking.

The same day, we kept up with a troop of spider monkeys that performed incredible aerial

acrobatics. They would leap from tree to tree with both arms and legs widespread, swing on

branches that bent double when they held onto them and scramble at pace along horizontal boughs.

It was truly incredible to watch.

In the evening, the Rio Juruena opened out in front of us. The current was strong and at this point

the river was half a mile and often shallow enough to see the bed. As the sun lowered and we looked

for a campsite, we felt like the prelude to the expedition was over and we were moving into the

serious stage. Our ability to find campsites was improving, we were better at making fires, we were

more comfortable with approaching random people to have a chat and although we weren’t pros,

we had learnt some useful lessons in the navigation of rapids. The river had been “small” and had

been an easy induction to jungle life. The river would now get bigger, the rapids stronger, the

wildlife more plentiful, the jungle wilder and there would be fewer people. We asked ourselves

whether we felt prepared and still weren’t sure of the answer. In ten days, it still hadn’t rained and

we questioned what portaging through the jungle would be like. Adam thought that we would

already be dead if we hadn’t spent the 2 weeks orientation period in Sobrado and whilst I thought

that was a wild exaggeration, we would have suffered a lot without all the preparation we had

already had.

Chapter 6: The Upper Juruena (24th Aug – 1st Sep)
Navigating between Islands – Unexpected rapids – Pium and other bugs – The beauty of the

river – End of the Upper Juruena

The first night on the Juruena, we struggled to find good forest to camp in and ended up camping in

the garden of an empty house, hoping the owners wouldn’t show up. The river was now full of

Islands and it was complicated choosing a route. Our decisions were combinations of whether we

wanted to try and meet people, how fast the water would be flowing on different sides of the

Islands, where the forest looked best to camp in, how shallow the river looked and what the shortest

route was. Some channels disappeared off on long detours and we did our best to avoid these using

print-outs of Google maps as our principal navigation tool. At one point, the channel that we picked

was so shallow that we had to jump out and wade through the river. We’d been told that there

weren’t stingrays on the upper Juruena but we were still wary when wading through the water. The

weather was exceptionally hot and paddling in the midday sun was often unbearable. Sometimes we

slung our hammocks in trees for a quick siesta or took a dip in the river and carried on in the heat of

the day.
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Figure 12: Walking boat through shallow channel on the Juruena

On one of the first days on the Juruena, we came across a rapid we hadn’t anticipated. Nobody had

told us about the rapid and Chandless offers us an explanation of why:

“There are several rapids here [on the upper Juruena], one very long and intricate; but the

rapids of the Juruena below being so much greater than those of the Arinos, these have no distinctive

names, and are scarcely treated as cachoeiras [rapids/waterfalls in Portuguese].”

Across the river was a mess of rocks and currents. The river had opened out and we were in the

middle but the feature didn’t look more than a small lip followed by choppy water. We paddled

close to the lip to have a look and then had to put in some strong paddling to get away from it. After

an intense mid-river chat, we decided to run a small tongue and so entered the fray. We rode a

gentle wave train and Adam put in powerful rudders to keep the boat straight. A foamy line of water

appeared in front of us and we realised we were approaching yet another, bigger, ledge. Fortunately

for us, a flat red Island parted the river and we got across in time to land on it, jumping out onto the

rock. It was a sticky situation; we were stuck on rocks in the middle of the river with a small fall

below and the sun was sinking fast. One option was a dodgy 500 meter ferry glide to the far bank

from where we could reconsider options but it was getting late so we decided to run an intricate line

which involved breaking out behind the Island just before the ledge and running a strong tongue

that ran perpendicular to the main flow of the river, behind the Island. We then had to break into a

very powerful current and then back out again to avoid being dashed onto rocks. Any of the

elements we could have done in isolation but this was our first real test of our paddling skills, having

to execute a number of different manoeuvres in succession. We put on our survival belts and

helmets and I felt nervous of the water for the first time on the expedition. Fortunately for us, we

executed the line perfectly and high fived in celebration.

Pium flies had sometimes been bad on the Arinos but were now often unbearable. Although tiny,

they are able to draw blood, leaving your exposed skin pockmarked with little black dots of clotted

blood. I estimated I had around 450 bites on my whole body, with 86 alone on my left foot. I write in
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my diary that the itching is infuriating and it is not a recent phenomenon. Chandless in 1862 writes

that they are known by his boatman as the “plague of piuns” and writes: “they are a small fly of

great torment; when taking observations in the daytime, I have often been obliged to get someone to

fan me.” Fortunately they disappear at night.

Another bug that caused us problems is the bicho-de-pé (creature-of-the-foot), known in English as a

jigger. If you walk barefoot on the ground, these creatures unsuspectingly burrow into your feet,

where they lay their eggs. After a while, you notice an almost splinter like pain in your foot, at which

point they have to be removed with a needle. As you dig into your foot, pus comes out followed by

the tiny white body with pincers on its head that is the jigger itself. Another ectoparasitic infection I

suffered from was the bicho-geográphico (geographical creature), known in English as creeping

eruption or cutaneous larva migrans. This creature crawls under your skin, leaving a red trail that

advances a few millimetres a day and a red spot at the head-end of the bug. It is accompanied by

excruciating itching but fortunately I got this during the orientation period so was able to buy

medication to treat it before we set off.

However, despite the unpleasant bug life, it was impossible not to be blown away by the

breathtaking beauty of the river. On the 26th of August, after our first rainstorm, I write:

“Later, the sky cleared and we climbed onto the rocks. The moon cast clear shallows of the

trees on the rocks and everything was tinted with a silver glow. You could see the whole river and

surrounding forest clearly. Frogs croaked, insects gave high-pitched staccato whistles and mãe-da-

luas were out in force. The beauty of the forest, river and rocks by moonlight gave me the urge to

write poetry as mere description can’t do justice to the continual beauty of the Amazon. By

moonlight, sunlight or rain; the forest is beautiful. Whether looking over rapids; Islands shrouded in

fog; mists evaporating off the water in the orange glow of dawn as macaws screech overhead, their

scarlet under bodies lit up in the morning light; simply the expanse of green in every direction; the

loom of hills on the horizon – everything is so beautiful that when I bathe and swim in the cool water,

I find it hard to think why everyone in the World hasn’t come to the Amazon to soak in the

inspirational magic of every view.”

The Juruena national park covers a large part of the River Juruena and the rapids section of the river

starts shortly after it. The day before we entered the park, we passed the access point to the former

garimpo Juruena, a huge goldmine that had been operating into recent times. Whilst it had been

officially shut, some miners had trickled back and although we didn’t stop, there was a car and a few

people on the river bank. We also passed the final fishing lodge on the Juruena; an expensive, plush,

hotel where customers were provided with a comprehensive service including motorboats with

pilots and full board accommodation11. Fisherman from throughout Brazil along with the occasional

American or European would come here to fish. We ate breakfast with the owner, who had made his

fortune in the nearby goldmine and who chose to stay in the area.

We then entered the national park and as we approached the rapids section, the nature of the river

and forest started to change noticeably. Hills and cliffs occasionally appeared on the river banks and

small sections of white water became more frequent. It felt like we were approaching the crux of the

11
http://pousadajuruena.com.br/site/
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expedition and the hills which stood on the sides of the river seemed like gates, guarding the watery

inferno below.

The River São Joao de Barra entered from river right at a confluence known as Barra, which marked

the formal start of the rapids section. However before this, we had to navigate a substantial

unnamed rapid. It was the most powerful surge of water we’d come across so far and foreshadowed

the difficulties to come. It was around an hour of intense work but we were able to line the whole

rapid.

At Barra was an expensive fishing lodge that had ceased operating since the opening of Juruena

national park. It was a well-kept and beautiful building with an orchard of lime, orange, cupuaçu,

caju and mamão trees and as we arrived, a group of yellow-rumped caciques nesting in a tree gave

us a wonderful demonstration of their vocal skills. The national park manager was currently

exploring the possibility of reopening it for ecotourism but there was still friction between the owner

of the lodge and the park manager as the owner still hasn’t been compensated for the requisition of

his lodge. At the lodge, we were lucky to speak to a visiting motorboat pilot, Henrique, who gave us

important advice on the portage of Salto Augusto and the preceding Gavetas rapid. He also

explained that below the falls we will encounter piranha, sting rays, electric eels and a host of other

species. The falls acts as a natural barrier and many species below the falls are not found upstream.

Chapter 7: The Lower Juruena – The “rapids section” (2nd Sep – 15th

Sep)
João de barra rapids – Salto Augusto waterfall – Illness – Giant river otters – More rapids –

Mosquitos – Birdlife – Beach bivvy – The gunshot

In this section, we passed 17 rapids. A complete listing of these rapids, with names, descriptions,

coordinates and photos is included in appendix 1.

After talking to Henrique, we paddled away from the lodge and there was the realisation that we

would be alone for at least the next 100km of river. We got on the river to tackle the São João de

Barra rapids known locally as gavetas as the river splits into two channels, each around 40 metres

wide, walled on either side by 10m high grey cliffs. Just before splitting though, the river runs a right

angle and there is a danger of being swept into a wall of boulders. In the past for many years, an

American outdoor company called NOLS brought groups to navigate this section of the lower

Juruena and we were told they ran this rapid. Although there were no drops, there were metre-high

waves and the water was quick, which you would expect, given that a river once 500m wide was

being filtered into such a small gap. We hence decided to see if we could line a section, which

proved to be a bad decision. My diary entry reads:

“The water was furious and a huge stream pushed hard against the wall. We lined all the

way to the wall where we tried to continue but the currents were crazy. Surges of water would hit us

each minute and the rocks were slippery, the river deep at the bank and the water fast moving. I
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swam to another rock, being swept into it by the water and tried to find a suitable foothold to hold

the boat line. We finally agreed that it was a dangerous and hopeless mission…”

We then investigated a portage line which was horrendous. The route that passed the rapids was a

slippery boulder field, covered in a layer of dry leaves through a low scrubby forest and access to the

river was impossible for a while due to a sheer 10 meter high wall which ran along the bank. It would

take a decent days’ portage and it was already afternoon so we chose to go back to the lodge and

take what we thought would be an easier portage route along a dirt road that connected the lodge

to an access point below the Salto Augusto falls. Fortunately for us, Henrique was still there and

when he heard of our dilemma, he offered us to take us through gavetas in his motorboat. We

jumped at the opportunity and admired his skill as he took us through the left channel, coming to

within meters of the far cliff and letting the current swing the boat towards the chute. After the

chutes, the river opened into a huge lagoon, in the middle of which we lowered our canoe into the

water and reloaded it with our gear. Our feelings were mixed. We had passed a significant hurdle in

the river but we had done it with help and it left us nervous about whether we would be capable of

dealing with the challenges ahead. We camped in the forest behind a beautiful beach and took our

evening bath in an incredible storm.

Figure 13: Salto Augusto Falls

The following day, we ran the São Carlos rapid unloaded and approached the famous Salto Augusto

waterfall, hugging the bank. Our map for this section had blown away in the wind and given the

formidable reputation of these falls, it was a nerve-racking experience, as we got closer the falls. We

kept our ears pierced for the roar of the water and jumped out at every bend in the river to look

ahead. Salto Augusto is the biggest waterfall on the river and was known to all upstream. Hundreds

of people used to come here to fish but the area was now a national park and we were the only
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people for miles around. Butterflies were everywhere, dancing among the bushes which clung onto

the rocks preceding the drop.

Getting ourselves and gear past the falls involved a good four hours of scrambling back and forward

over the rocks in the burning sun. When we had finished at around 2pm in the afternoon, we ate a

lunch of leftover rice and beans, which were warm and stinky from having been left in the sun. Big

mistake. Back on the river, my stomach started cramping and I started throwing up over the side of

our canoe. I joked that if it was the food that had made me ill, Adam would start throwing up too

and within 5 minutes, sure enough Adam started vomiting. Shortly after we camped, we were

treated to a spectacular bout of diarrhoea and we vowed never to eat old rice and beans again!

Fortunately, the food poisoning was short-lived and we felt back to normal the following day.

In the next 8 days, we were to pass another thirteen waterfalls. The days were long and I got stung

by wasps every day, which sometimes resulted in a pain that would get more powerful in waves.

From the amount of time we spent wet and in the water, I’d also developed a red raw fungal

infection around my toes which made portaging rapids even more difficult. Nevertheless, the beauty

of the river was phenomenal and we saw lots of wildlife.

The highlights were sightings of rare giant river otters. We saw them once playing in the shallows,

once swimming past the banks and also eating fish off the rocks. They were always in groups and

would bark when we startled them. They then grouped together, watching us with their heads

sticking out, before diving and reappearing as a group a little further away. These otters were

plentiful in the Amazon in the past but numbers dwindled because they were hunted (along with

ocelots and jaguars) for their pelts. Pelts were valuable and we later spoke to a ribeirinho, whose

uncle was a hunter, and was murdered in the forest by a thief who came to steal the pelts he’d

collected.

Below Salto Augusto, we also started seeing stingrays with the largest we saw having a disc of over a

metre wide! These gave me the most fear because although a sting ray wouldn’t kill you, the pain is

excruciating and I’ve heard a story of a grown man, writhing on the floor, screaming “kill me now!”

Below the falls, there were also larger species of caiman. One day, while we were bathing, we saw

what we thought was a floating log in the water about 10 meters from us but as we paddled back

out, it turned out that it was a caiman that had been watching us bathe!

The closest we came to capsizing was during the As Furuas rapids. We chose to run a 1km long

chute, which whilst not having any drops, was filled with whirlpools and cross currents. Despite our

best attempts at edging, the canoe would sometimes catch a current and tilt strongly and we

shipped a reasonable amount of water. When we got to the end, the tone was subdued and we

appreciated that we were lucky not to have capsized. We felt more relieved than elated but were

glad we ran it as it would have been a long portage.

Every day on the Juruena was full of surprises and each rapid was very different. At one point, strips

of pebbles lay across the river in a sort of line and we had to get out and push the boat over the

stones. The rapid São Rafael was an amazing labyrinth of streams disappearing down different

shoots. São Lucas was composed of a series of ledges and was a mix of rapids and waterfalls over

black rock. Sometimes the river widened to about half a kilometre and once it constricted into an 80

metre passage. One of the most exciting lines we ran was between the Santa Iria and Canal d’inferno
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rapids. We had to paddle through a tight gap, trying not to be swept under a ledge and after which

we had to hit the bank hard to avoid being swept into the main current and down a drop. It was

nerve-racking work but executed perfectly.

Jaguars must have been abundant as we saw plentiful paw marks on the beaches. On some nights

too, the swarms of mosquitoes were hellish. I tried every trick in the book that I knew to stop them

biting and found myself at one point, having sprayed myself in deet, standing in the smoke of the

fire, with a fleece on (as they would bite through my shirt) and doing star jumps. Getting into your

hammock was a mission and we would stay away for five minutes to let the mosquitoes disperse

before running to our hammocks and slipping into the mosquito nets as quickly as possible.

Bird life was plentiful. Every day we would see kingfishers, herons, egrets, hummingbirds, parrots,

macaws, toucans, weavers, vultures, eagles and cormorants. Nighthawks fluttered around the rocks

near the rapids, the jungle chickens (in Portuguese nambu macucao) whistled in the forest, the

screaming piha lived up to its name and a selection of song birds were never seen but were heard

singing high up in the canopy.

By the time we were getting to the end of the rapids, we’d been almost two weeks without speaking

to another human being and were going mad. We would sing at the top of our voices, crack

nonsensical jokes, converse using an odd system of vocabulary and acronyms we had developed and

at one point I laughed so hard, I threw up, causing me to laugh even harder.

The final big rapid was São Simão and to pass it, we ha
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we sat talking quietly, eating our rice and beans by the fire. We then heard a large motor coming

upstream that got louder very quickly and so we turned off our headlights to see if we could see

their lights. We wondered who they were as they approached when suddenly we were blinded by

two strong searchlights. After a few seconds, and without having said a word, the boat continued

upstream and we were about to resume conversation when they cut their engine, leaving a hanging

silence. Then came the crack of a gunshot and needless to say, we were frightened. Later, the motor

started again and we were left the rest of the evening to wonder who it was who fired the gun, why

they fired it and whether they would be coming back…

Chapter 8: The Tapajós (16th Sep – 5th Oct)
The first Munduruku aldeia and Barra São Manuel – Rowing improvisation - Encounters on

the river – Draga – Aldeia São Lourenço – Jacaréacanga and meeting Grande again – Mamãe-Ana –

Terra Preta and fishing – Penedo – Bat bite – “Evacuation” to Santarém

Two days later we arrived at the meeting of the Juruena and Teles Pires (also called the São Manuel),

which was an un-dramatic but symbolic checkpoint for us as this confluence was the birthplace of

our third and final river, the Rio Tapajós. We first stopped at a Munduruku aldeia on river right. As

we approached, a kid ran up the bank and before long, a collection of children had gathered around

the houses at the top of the slope and were watching us. We got out the canoe and walked slowly

up the bank and gave a wave but a few children ran off towards their houses, others started

shrinking back and a few climbed into the tree. We stopped, not to be threatening, and eventually

the chief came down to speak to us. He wore dirty suit trousers and a t-shirt and had one glazy

looking eye. He welcomed us and we explained what we were doing and we talked a bit about the

river upstream. It felt heart warming to be among people and we realised how much we had missed

company. The chief’s son had just returned from university at Santarém. We were invited up but

declined and we walked down the bank to show them our boat. The children, who had up to now,

been watching inquisitively but with restraint from above, came tumbling down the bank and we

were soon surrounded by around twenty children, touching our boat and kit. The chief was friendly

but like a lot of both indigenous and ribeirinhos we met, rarely broke into a smile.

We thanked them, they bade us good luck and we paddled across to the community of ‘white’

people on the opposite side of the river. We were told that river right was indigenous and river left

was white. Later, I spoke to a man who clearly had both black and indigenous heritage but referred

to himself as white. He said that to the Indians, anybody not indigenous was called white, even if

they were black!

The community, Barra São Manuel, on river left was beautiful with painted houses looking onto the

river and rickety wooden staircases leading up the 10 meter high bank at regular intervals. Cows

grazed on the green grass in front of the houses and in the river, children played and women were

washing clothes on little wooden stands. I estimate the village had around 200 people and it had

electricity (via a generator), a church, school, a telephone box and a hospital motorboat. We bought

a cold coke from the village shop along with some eggs, plantains, farinha and juice powders and

that night we felt like kings as we tucked into a dinner of fried eggs and plantains with rice.



By this point in the expedition, Adam’s shoulder was seriously injured from repeated use so I was

having to paddle hard to compensate. In order to speed us up, we cut down a couple of saplings and

a forked stick to make a wooden frame and oarlock that would allow Adam to row one-armed, not

putting pressure on his shoulder. This enabled us to continue paddling at a decent speed although

meant that we had to spend the whole day looking at each other as Adam needed to row facing

backwards!

Just after Barra, there is a high-end fishing lodge. People arrive by light aircraft from Manaus to

Barra and the day after we passed the community, we were approached by a voadeira (motorboat),

piloted by a man in “eco-lodge” uniform, with two, built, white guys bearing big grins at the front.

They had come here to fish from Minas Gerais and gave us ice-cold beers and tucunaré fillets from a

fish they’d just caught.
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In this section, we passed a number of draga or dredgers which looked like extra-terrestrial

monsters in an otherwise pristine wilderness. They are huge metal machines that sit on top of

floating platforms, sucking up material from the bottom of the river bed to look for gold. They work

twenty-four hours a day and the drone of the machinery disturbed us one night when we camped

opposite one. They are illegal and although they stand out like sore thumbs, they are left in peace

(apart from the dragas on the lower São Manuel which were blown up by the federal police).
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farinha, the ovens still hot after toasting mandioca that day. As we arrived, a full canoe-load of men

headed upstream to play a game of football against a neighbouring aldeia. Gathered around the

wooden frame of a house in the centre of the village were a group of 20 men, woman and children,

who sat talking and laughing as they folded the leaves of a coco babassu palm to make the roof of

what was going to be a school. Some guys turned on the generator to watch a football game and we

watched for a bit before going to help prepare the palm fronds.

As it got dark, a group of ten of us sat in a circle and I started recounting some of the stories of our

journey including an incident that day of a large spider that was climbing up my leg while we were

running an easy rapid. I brushed it off and in fright, leapt into Adam’s lap, leaving Adam to negotiate

the white water single handed! We swapped words in our respective languages which led to

laughter all round at our mispronunciations. Among the words I can remember13, the word for friend

is buré (which is used by Munduruku and non-Munduruku alike on the upper Tapajós), jaguar is oo-

ay-da, good morning is kabiya, pig is dajé baru and good is chipat, a word that I suspect is linked to

regional slang in Amazonas where the word chipata means great/cool as well.

In terms of access to medical care, a nurse and doctor passed every month. This was true for all the

indigenous villages and a similar service was provided to non-indigenous communities. In addition,

they had a radio to contact the hospital at Jacaréacanga (Jacaré for short) who would send a fast

motorboat to collect anybody in urgent need of medical attention.

Before we reached Jacaré, we came across many sand banks. Sometimes, these would block off half

the river or form channels that you could go through. We naively thought that if there was a

channel, there would always be a way through but on one day, we ended up having to turn back

twice as the river simply ran out. From then on, before committing to a channel, we would drop

sticks into the water to test for current, which seemed to be a ridiculous thing to do on a river!

Figure 20: The river ran out!

We reached Jacaré on the 25th September. The port was a collection of wooden huts on a beach, a

hundred or so canoes tied up to wooden sticks and a couple of floating buildings, one of which was a

13
Spellings are phonetic and are almost definitely inaccurate.



petrol station. Brazilian pop music was playing, people sat drinking beer and eating barbequed meat

and cars and motorbikes kicked up sand as they came and went. Boat loads of people arrived from

surrounding communidades and aldeais to do their monthly shop and indigenous children walked

back from school to catch a canoe back to the nearby aldeia Sai-Sinza. We left our canoe and kit

under the watchful guard of the petrol station staff and caught a taxi to do a whistle-stop shopping

trip, restocking some food and giving Adam the opportunity to buy a shirt as for every hole he

patched up in his, another couple would develop.

As we were leaving, we bumped into our friend Grande, who we’d met on the river earlier in the

week. We chatted over a beer and learnt more about his life. He was originally from the North-

Eastern state of Maranhão but had lost contact with his family since he left home at the age of 18.

He moved to Barra (at the source of the Tapajós) where he worked as a gold-miner on a floating

platform known as a balsa, similar to a draga. However, in this sort of operation, you swim to the

bottom of the river connected to an oxygen tube and suck up the river bed using a hand held pump.

At one point in his life, he went gold prospecting in Colombia with some friends but the trigger

happy guerrilla camps nearby made them fear for their lives and they left pretty quickly. After the

draga were blown up on the Teles Pires, he got cold feet and started up a business transporting

goods up and down the river. He told us he never drank while working and told stories of other

pilots who had capsized drunk in rapids, losing valuable cargo and sometimes their lives. By 1.30pm,

we were unintentionally drunk, having got through 25 cans of beer between us. We headed back

onto the river in good spirits and chose to camp fairly early.

By now we had an eye for spotting campsites and it didn’t take us long to decide whether we

wanted to stay at a certain spot or not. Key things to look out for were rotten boughs above (at night

you would often hear the terrifying crashing of deadfall), ants and wasps nests and suitability of

trees to put up hammocks. Bonus points were given to campsites with good access to the water;

muddy beaches where you sunk up to your knees were instantly rejected. In areas we went that

were frequented by people, we regularly found “anthro” campsites, as we called camp spots that

had clearly been used by humans. At these campsites, often situated near the heads of Islands,

humans had left tell-tale signs: cleared vegetation, machete marks in trees, remains of fires, grill

structures made from sticks used to barbeque fish, wooden cross beams used to suspend tarpaulins,

rubbish, etc. Although these were less “wild”, it was often a pleasure to arrive at these campsites;

little clearing was needed and firewood was plentiful.
Figure 22: Typical hammock set up
35
Figure 21: Cooking fire
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Past Jacaré, we started seeing deforested slopes and as we’d seen on the Arinos, some cattle would

come down to the river to drink. Here, the river banks were hilly and often, the tops of the hills

would be forested while the trees on the hill sides themselves had been chopped down.

One of the communities we stopped at was called Mamãe-Ana. Unlike the well-kept and picturesque

community of Barra, the entrance to the water was littered with rubbish that would no doubt be

washed away in high-waters. A house on huge stilts perched over the edge of a cliffy bank and the

skeletal remains of a car sat rusting at the top of the slope. In the village shop, an old shop keeper

sat, knees pulled up to his chest on a half-broken wooden chair, watching Scooby Doo. We bought a

few items of fresh food and it was from him that we first heard about the damming projects on the

Tapajós. A dam is planned downstream at Jatobá and although the reservoir won’t affect Jacaré;

Mamãe-Ana would be wiped out and the community would have to move either higher into the hills

or to Jacaré. Some people said the project was confirmed, whilst others said that it hadn’t yet been

finalised. As it stood however, the people would continue their lives as normal. Mamãe-Ana had a

health post with resident nurse, school and church and a doctor visited once a month.

In the afternoon the following day, we stopped off at the community Terra Preta. This community

was founded around 20 years previously by a family of Apiaká Indians who descended from the Rio

dos Peixes. Ethnically, most members of the community had mixed black and indigenous heritage

and I later read a historical account which explained that some black people had been assimilated

into Apiaká villages in the early 1900s. Most of the villagers had left in two motorboats on a monthly

trip to Jacaré where they collect, like most people in riverside communities, the bolsa família – a

monetary transfer offered by the Brazilian government to families classed as poor or ultra-poor.

They also sell farinha, fish and any other fresh produce and buy beans, rice, oil, etc.

Figure 23: Deforestation after Jacaré on the Tapajós

They were pounding Bacaba when we arrived, a palm tree berry similar to Acai but bigger14. We

stayed for the “Bacaba wine”; a slightly acidic, thick, purple juice and ate it with sugar and farinha.

The chief, fat with a lopsided grin, was the only person we met who had travelled the whole rapids

14
A number of fruits from palm trees are eaten in Amazonia, each prepared in different ways. Amongst them

are Açaí, Bacaba, Tucumã, Pupunha, Patauá, Macaúba, and Buriti. Coconuts are less common.
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section on the Juruena. We compared our experiences on the rapids and he told us some formidable

tales. His uncle had perished in Salto Augusto after the engine of his motor cut out before the rapids.

He tried to swim for a branch but it was too late and was swept down, boat and all.

I then got a tour of the village. The community was founded on what had historically been an

indigenous aldeia. He showed me the oval outlines of clay pots in the ground. They were either

storage pots or urns housing the skeletons of Indians (probably Munduruku). Unlike the Western

tradition, indigenous people are buried in the sitting period. Each ethnic group is different though

and he explained that the Kayabí are buried in the soil beneath their houses. Another great story I

heard, while I’m talking about funeral practices, is that told to me by a medical doctor in Manaus. A

doctor friend of my friend had gone to rescue an ill child from an indigenous community. He was

offered a delicious banana porridge when he arrived, after which he asked to see the sick child. He

was told that the child had passed away and that he had just eaten part of its cremated remains in

the porridge!

In their mandioca plantation, the chief also suspected that a huge hole carved into the hill had been

made by the previous indigenous inhabitants to extract clay. The chief also showed me a massive

chunk of rubber. He started his working life as a rubber collector or seringeiro and he now used this

rubber he had collected in the past to start fires when travelling.

The village had a school, taught by a teacher from Itaituba, with morning and afternoon classes for

younger and older children respectively. They were dependent on the monthly river doctor for

health care but had no radio to contact outside help in the case of an emergency. However, it was

possible to motor up the small tributary passing through their village up to the transamazonica, from

which they could call an ambulance from a telephone at a restaurant. The little tributary fed an

enclosed pool where members of the community went to wash and inside it were 5 or 6, meter-long

black catfish. These were tame and kept in the pool to keep the water clean. On the hills behind the

village was a mandioca plantation and there were also macaúba, açaí, bacaba and banana trees.

Figure 24: The vast Tapajós
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After a brief rainstorm, I headed out with two older men and an 11-year old girl to go fishing. The

low water had left sand flats in the river, forming dead-end channels and we were going to exploit

this situation to do what they called an arrastão. After motoring partway up a channel, sand bank on

one side, Island on the other, everyone fell silent and we continued upstream with a paddle. When

the canal was the right width, a net was then passed across the whole canal. I felt the anticipation

and excitement of a hunt. One man stood at one end holding the net, me at the other and the girl

splashed in a small escape channel. The final man then got the motor started and swept down the

channel from the far end towards the net, scaring the fish into our trap. All of a sudden on my side,

there was a lot of splashing and fish jumped out the water and started going through a small gap

between the end of the net and the bank on my side of the net. The man opposite shouted “pull the

net your way” and I did but by that time, most of the fish had got by. I felt guilty that a lot of fish

evaded us but the haul was decent and we picked up maybe 30 fish in total. Mainly jaraqui but also

caratinga, curvina and a single pacu.

They commented that fishing wasn’t as good as it used to be and talked about the scarcity of wildlife

in general, particularly around Jacaré. One of the men joked that in the forest around Jacaré, if a

monkey started to sing, its friend would quickly put a hand on its mouth and whisper shush because

if it made any noise, it was as sure as dead. I spoke to the young girl for a bit as well who told me

that her 14 year old sister was already married and also recounted tales of her fishing exploits to us.

When we arrived back at the village, the women collected, gutted and cooked a fish stew and

everyone sat round in a communal kitchen eating and talking together. It was an evening full of

laughter and we exchanged a lot of stories. One of them, which I had read previously in international

news, told of a group of biologists who were kidnapped by a group of Munduruku and kept hostage

in Jacaré. It was an action to protest about the dam which is being planned and which will destroy a

lot of indigenous land. Federal policy and the military arrived swiftly and the villagers told us one of

the helicopters had landed on the beach in front of their houses. The hostages were released on the

condition that a meeting would be granted to consult with the Munduruku but the meeting never

happened and the biologists returned with a heavy military escort.

From my research online, it seems apparent that the government will not let protests by the

indigenous and traditional peoples of the river get in the way of their schemes. Stories I’ve read

about the Munduruku include the government changing the dates of negotiations at the last minute

so that most people couldn’t attend (as it requires a few days to descend the Tapajós from

surrounding villages). A lot of the time, all the Munduruku want to do is be consulted and not even

this simple request is listened to, even though the government plans will massively affect their lives

and futures. Activist groups such as Greenpeace and Survival International provide some effective

resistance and FUNAI also support the indigenous people, albeit within the capacity of their

constitutional obligations.
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Figure 25: Me with rag on nose as sun protection

The following day, we left in good spirits having eaten fried fish and rice for breakfast. After stopping

under a tree during a huge downpour, we continued on our way and got a great sighting of giant

river otters. At lunch, we stopped by at Penedo, a gold-mining town on the river. We were fed a

huge lunch by a team building a draga on the river, headed by a huge man with a pockmarked faced.

As we were leaving, we went to shake hands but I said my hands were covered in food. He told me

that his hands would shake hands with anybody, no matter whom, and proceeded to give a solid

handshake. It feels maybe unnecessary to recount such a trivial story but it made a strong

impression on me at the time. The town had a very different feel from anywhere we’d been

upstream. Big shop signs advertised that they bought and sold gold (the going price was about 115

reis) and there were hotels, trucks, shops selling mining equipment and a colourful floating

“cabaret” on the riverside, pumping out music. Not only were draga operating in the river but on the

little tributaries in the forest around the Tapajós, there must be thousands of little mining

operations, usually consisting of groups of four, working away in search for gold.

That night, we camped at a perfect little “anthro” campsite, in good spirits. The last week of paddling

would be pleasant. We didn’t need to put in long days and it was enjoyable meeting people along

the river. In the morning however, I woke up with a bleeding wound on the big toe of my right foot.

Flies were biting it so I rinsed the cut thoroughly. The only explanation I could think of was that it

was a bat bite but this seemed so improbable that I tried to forget about it.

As we set off, we were waved over by a couple and invited for a coffee which we readily accepted.

The husband, nicknamed Screw because of his football skills was originally from Maranhão and had

worked as a gold-miner and on a nearby ranch. Now they had moved to a plot of land which they

had cleared and they planned to build four ponds to raise fish to sell. Tambaqui sells well and he also

planned on farming caratinga, pacu and piau. They were living in a tarpaulin covered hut and he was

in the process of cutting planks to build a proper house. We shared stories and I casually showed

him my bite. He instantly responded, along with his wife, that they thought it was a vampire bat, but
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that it hadn’t been biting me for very long. We were given some boiled paca15 (a delicious jungle

rodent) and carried on paddling downstream.

Using our satellite messaging device, we contacted both our family and our emergency services

provider for medical advice. Bats carry the risk of rabies and the official line is to seek post-exposure

prophylaxis as soon as possible. I had spoken to a number of people though who had been bitten by

bats and not a single person had heard of a case of rabies following a bat bite. From this local

knowledge, risk of rabies seemed minimal, particularly as I’d cleaned the wound with both water

and iodine (the rabies virus responds exceptionally well to iodine). Nevertheless, after hours of

discussion, we made the decision to curtail the expedition a week early.

Figure 26: Bat bite

My diary entry describes my feelings from having to stop early

“At first I felt angry. It didn’t feel right that we would be stopping early. We then got

practical and discussed evacuation plans and how we would organise our possessions. As I then sat

messaging my parents, I got hit by a pang of nostalgia and romantically observed the sounds of the

croaking frogs, splashing fish, outbreaks of bird cries and whistling insects. At times, I’ve felt like

giving up but the idea of now leaving the forest seems strange. It feels like home. Adam said he liked

staying with people but was always relieved to be back in the jungle and I felt the same way. It also

seemed like such an abrupt finish. We had our sights set on finishing at Itaituba and it feels lacking in

completion to finish early.

Just as you feel sadness to leave a city where you’ve been living, I feel sadness to be saying goodbye

to a way of life that has become so normal. Some days we speak to people, others we don’t and it

will be a shock to be back in the city. I left the shelter of the forest onto the beach and sat on the

beach, under the stars. A fishy frenzy was going on around me and the forest was alive. Distant

lightning illuminated the sky behind the dark forest silhouette. Adam came and joined me and we sat

side by side in silence.”

15
This is very popular jungle game. Other popular game are veado (deer), anta (tapir), jabuti (tortoise), and

tatu (armadillo).
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The following day, we woke up at 4.30 am, reorganised our bags for travelling, made a pile of things

that we wanted to give away, and set off paddling upriver. Our first stop was at the hut where we’d

had coffee the previous morning. The husband had left in their canoe (we’d been hoping to get a lift)

but we stopped to speak to the wife and gave her 20kg of rice, beans, milk powder, pasta, etc. which

she was delighted with. In return, we filled our lunch containers with hot rice, beans and stew and

carried on paddling upstream. There were sections of faster flowing water and it was hard work at

times paddling against the current. After stopping for lunch on some rocks, we heard a motor

approaching and sprinted into the river to intercept it and breathed a sigh of relief when the couple

accepted to give us a tow to their community, Curuça, where probably less than ten people lived.

The husband said he couldn’t take us to Penedo (the nearest road head) as he didn’t have enough

fuel but after giving them eggs, a tarpaulin, fishing line, hooks and a few other bits and pieces, he

said he would sort out a way to get us there. We took apart the canoe and loaded our kit into his

boat and after staying for coffee, headed to Penedo. It turns out our friend didn’t have fuel to get

back home and had been hoping to get a tow back from Penedo - the kindness he showed us, to

take us to Penedo knowing he didn’t have fuel to get back, was humbling.

The shared taxi service leaving to Itaituba wasn’t filling up (it was already late in the day) so we

chartered the whole vehicle for a five hour journey along the Transamazónica dirt highway. Shortly

after we left, we picked up two hitchhiking gold miners that ended up being a blessing. The road was

crazy; although it was smooth, it made no effort to contour round hills and some sections were

scarily steep. We heard that in the rainy season, the only way to get up some hills was to accelerate

down one side, using the momentum of the vehicle to get back up the other. The road was only just

about wide enough for two vehicles and we would drift round blind corners at 120 kilometres per

hour, before slowing to crawling speed to get over rickety wooden bridges. There was no change in

speed after it got dark.

After 2 hours on the road, we were pelting down a straight stretch of road when dust sprayed up at

the front of the vehicle and the driver emergency braked. I assumed a tyre had popped but when we

got out, we saw that the front axle of the car had snapped clean in two, meaning that the vehicle

had lost its steering. Night wasps were flying round and this was in the remotest section of the road

– we were in the middle of a national park with no settlements around for miles. After an hour in the

dark (during which we tried to fix the axle with a stick and rope!), a truck carrying empty oil and gas

canisters passed by and we and the 2 gold miners chucked our stuff in the truck and clambered into

the back, leaving our taxi driver to spend the night alone in the jungle.

For us, the journey had just got more extreme as we pelted down the road at similar speeds, hanging

on for dear life onto gas canisters (which weren’t even tied down) and being caked in dust. We saw a

few animals run across the road, one of which was probably an ocelot. The gold miners made us

relax as they were so chilled and one guy came and sat with me for half an hour. They were our age

and had started working as gold miners at the age of 15. I asked if the work was very hard and he

said that it wasn’t but that it depends on both the job and the boss. When gold is found, the boss

keeps 70% and the workers share 30% between them. The most gold this guy had got was 93 grams

in 2 months and 13 days but in the last 2 months, they had only scraped just about enough to pay for

the journey back.
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In the job he was returning from, they had been digging a well for a filão mine. In this mining

technique, a deep well is dug by hand (they were sinking a well 15 metres deep), and when they

reach the required depth, they start tunnelling horizontally into the rock. The tunnel is 5 feet high

and just wide enough to stand in and wooden supports are put in to prevent the tunnel collapsing.

It’s dangerous work but this technique can often reap huge quantities of gold.

We arrived in Itaituba at midnight, caked in dust and as the necessary anti-rabies medication wasn’t

available, we took a river boat the following evening to Santarém. There, I finally had injections of

rabies immunoglobulin and started a course of anti-rabies vaccinations, finally bringing our

expedition to a close.
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PART 3

Chapter 9: Personal Reflections and Conclusions

To boil down my experiences and feelings from almost three months of travelling in the jungle is not

an easy task and I often find that it is only with the passing of time that one is able to truly reflect on

an experience and discern the lessons that one has been taught. Nevertheless, some lessons were

self-evident even during the expedition itself. Here I summarize our experiences and offer some

personal reflections from my time in Amazonia.

Overcoming difficulties

Without doubt, the expedition was the hardest thing I have ever done. The work was persistent.

Every day was an endless routine of collecting firewood, making fire, cooking, packing and unpacking

the canoe, clearing forest, setting up hammocks and tarps etc. The days were spent paddling or

portaging and sometimes swarms of biting pium flies and bees made even five minutes of rest

impossible. Particularly during the first half of the expedition, this affected us a lot as we felt we had

very little free time to ourselves in which to relax.

However, whereas these chores kept us constantly busy, our efficiency improved and I learnt to take

pride in setting up my hammock, tying knots and making fire so that even the simple tasks became

enjoyable. Further, we realised that repetitive tasks were never quite the same – for example each

fire we made differed according to the wood available and putting up our hammocks differed

according to the type of jungle we were in. As the jungle changed, we needed to adapt our

techniques and so every day was also a learning process.

The biggest burden therefore was probably not the list of chores but instead the unexpected

challenges the forest would throw at us. The breaks from the routine. The need to face up to yet

another obstacle; be it an night, in the pouring rain or the burning sun. We would string up our

hammocks only to realise that the trees we had chosen were covered in ants. Sweaty clothes

hanging on a line would be swarmed with bees and butterflies. Huge spiders would have to be

cautiously flicked off our bags before we could open them, we would disturb snakes looking for

campsites and get stung by wasps and ants when hacking down forest to make camp. It would be

getting late and there would be no accessible bank to camp on or water would somehow get into

our hammocks in the middle of the night during storms.

Because of these constant surprises, there was no such thing as complete relaxation. You had to be

prepared for the unexpected and always had to have some sort of alertness about you. Once more

though, dealing with this constant need for alertness became easier during the expedition as for

example, it became second nature to prod the river bed with your paddle to check for sting rays or

glance over a tree to check it out for ants. On top of this, relaxation became easier as our tolerance

for bugs also increased; having our backs covered in bees drinking our sweat no longer bothered us

and being stung by fire ants was more of a nuisance than a pain. That said, swarms of mosquitos or

pium flies were still capable of turning a beautiful beach into a hell hole.
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So overall, I can’t deny that jungle life was difficult but it certainly got easier as we adapted to the

new lifestyle and developed mechanisms to cope and by the end of the adventure, we were at ease

with living in the jungle and able to laugh off a lot of our suffering.

Personal development

This training in adapting to an unfamiliar environment was probably one of the greatest constituents

of my personal development but there were many others too. Following the expedition, the

threshold level of discomfort that I will happily tolerate has certainly increased and very little now

bothers me. We became very tight as a team, hugely improving our decision making and being able

to get on with tasks without having to agree with each other first.

Our ability to overcome challenges certainly improved and if any difficulty arose, we were already

trying to work out how to solve it, thinking creatively about the resources we had at our disposable.

For example, we mounted a rowing rig using wood taken from the forest so that Adam could

continue to paddle, despite an injured shoulder.

The adventure was not just training in teamwork and overcoming challenges but in personal

discipline. We would arrive at campsites in the evening exhausted but would still have to put in

hours of hard work before we could wind down, eat dinner and sleep. If we didn’t, we would have

nothing to eat and nowhere to sleep. It was a tough but effective way to learn not to procrastinate

and to get on with tasks that need doing.

I think that the expedition will also give me more courage and confidence in the future. I have

always had the attitude of “what is the worst that could happen?” but this was a question we

couldn’t ask on the expedition as the worst that could happen was unthinkable. Given that almost

nothing I will do in the future will be as extreme, all I need to do is tell myself that I have taken much

more serious risks, recognise that the worst that could happen will not be my death and hopefully

this knowledge will help me overcome future fears and surmount future challenges.

Aside from these more introspective observations, it was simply fun and rewarding to learn to live a

different lifestyle and feel at home in the jungle. We learnt about fishing, made fires in the rain,

became comfortable with using a machete, were able to recognise a range of animal sounds, etc.

With local people, we could exchange stories about animals encountered, talk about different sorts

of motorboats and discuss fishing. If I return to the jungle again, I’m sure it would feel like revisiting

somewhere I used to live.

The highlights

I feel immensely privileged to have been able to spend two months on the Arinos, Juruena and

Tapajós. The beauty of the rivers and forest was often breath-taking and for two weeks, we had this

beauty just to ourselves. Only a very small percent of the World’s population have travelled or lived

somewhere so remote and the feeling of being completely isolated gives you a unique perspective as

a human being on this planet. For the two weeks we spent without contact with other people, our

survival depended on us alone and we depended solely on each other for our lives.

In terms of expedition highlights, some of my favourite memories of the trip were the simple

moments of eating, washing clothes or cooking surrounded by awe-inspiring scenery. There was
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beauty in everything we did: stopping for lunch under trees, our feet dangling in the water;

swimming off rocks and sandbanks mid-river to cool ourselves down from the beating sun; or sitting

under the stars at night, listening to the cacophony of jungle sounds. There was magic in watching

macaws fly by, listening to the melancholy song of the mãe-da-lua by moonlight and surprising

families of giant river otters. Other special moments were exchanges with the people who lived on

the river. We were almost always offered food and friendship and I will treasure memories of

laughing, sharing stories and learning from the fishermen, Indians and ribeirinhos that we met.

The wealth of the Amazon

As a side note, I feel an obligation to say a few more words about the inhabitants of the Amazon

interior. They are generally kind and generous, particularly those living in more remote

communities. If somebody is passing by, it is normal to offer them somewhere to sling up a

hammock. If your neighbour is hungry, you share your fish with him in the knowledge that the days

you don’t catch fish, you can turn to your neighbours for help. In this sense many societies rely on

reciprocal giving for their wellbeing. And the wealth of ribeirinhos and Indians depends not just on

these social ties but on the forest. We stayed during our orientation period with a family who had

fairly little. In a city, the amount of money they earned from selling farinha would have scarcely been

enough to buy food. But in the jungle, they were able to cut wood to build their own houses; hunt,

catch fish and grow food to feed themselves; the air they breathed was pure and there was an

almost unlimited supply of water on their doorsteps. Local medicines from the forest would cure a

lot of minor illnesses (and a free public hospital was a boat journey away for more serious health

problems). Many Amazonian families may have a low annual income on paper and are classed by the

Brazilian government as ultra-poor but the strength of their social ties, the forest and the river

cannot be ignored as these factors also form an integral and immeasurable part of their real wealth.

A place of change

The Amazon is an incredible region filled with remarkable natural beauty and inhabited by some

wonderful people. But it is also a fast changing landscape. Currently, the Tapajós river basin is on the

brink of a huge transformation as the São Luiz dam, just upstream of Itaituba has been confirmed.

Another dam is potentially going to go ahead upstream at Jatobá. The recent construction of the

Trans-Amazonian Highway has also led to an increase in cattle farming and the upper Tapajós is

swarming with gold miners although this certainly isn’t just a recent phenomenon. The future of the

Amazon and the Tapajós river basin is uncertain and most of the change that is happening is out of

the hands of the people who call the Amazon their home. My hope is that a significant part of the

Amazon will be preserved into the future so that areas of truly remote wilderness will still exist and

so that my children will be able to visit the region, meet its people and see the beauty of the forest

and its wildlife for themselves. Whether my vision of the future will be realised is out of the hands of

the ribeirinhos and indigenous peoples of the Amazon and instead it is our responsibility to speak

out and fight for the change that we want to see.
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GLOSSARY
Aldeia – an indigenous village
Cachaça – Brazilian spirit made from sugar cane
Casa da farinha – farinha house: hut where mandioca is processed
Communidade – a non-indigenous community
Draga – dredger (used to mine gold)
Drageiro – the person who works on a dredger
Farinha – course flour made from mandioca
Forró – Brazilian music style with accompanying dance
Garimpeiros – gold miners
Gringo – foreigner
Igapó – flooded forest
Junina party – party celebrating the nativity of St. John the Baptist
Madeireiro – Wood cutter / lumberjack
Mãe-da-lua – a nocturnal bird known as a potoo in English
Mandioca – Cassava/manioc
Palmiteiros – palm heart collectors
Rabeta – a small motor that can be attached to a canoe
Ribeirinhos – traditional river people
Sertanejo – another popular Brazilian music style
Voadeira – fast motorboat



APPENDICES

Appendix 1: The rapids of the river Arinos, Juruena and Tapajós
Note: coordinates are given in decimal degrees. Images from google earth.

Arinos

Below Juara, there are three named, easy-to-navigate rapids. Cinco Boca (-11.296571, -57.589093),

Santa Rosa (I think these were at -10.616202, -58.054246) and Travessão dos Indios (-10.558066, -

58.183930). Brief descriptions of these are given in the main text (p.19, p.23 and p.23 respectively).

“Upper” Juruena

There were many sections of white water. In particular the rapids we named “Devil’s cheesecake” (-

9.946290, -58.234327) – see p.25. The river is full of small rapids and currents after (-9.278914, -

58.620422) and there is a substantial rapid at (-8.951759, -58.561946). We ran all of these apart

from the final rapid which we lined.

“Lower” Juruena

1: São Joao de Barra rapids, also locally called gavetas (-8.940563, -58.551526)

Chandless description: At the mouth of the

River São Joao de Barra, is the first of the

great rapids and one of the worst. There are

two channels separated by a small island: I

went down the left channel, not more than 50

to 60 yards wide: the current runs 10 or 12

miles an hour, with great depth and high

breakers. The right channel is somewhat

wider but is considered worse; the water

however, seems to divide pretty equally,

passing as through a double gateway into a

large calm lake below, a mile or so wide and 2

to 3 miles long.

Our description: Chandless describes this

feature well. The right channel is possible to

run in low water but is considered the harder

of the two. Described in main text on p.27.

y
The double gatewa
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2: São Carlos (-8.897330, -58.562638)

Chandless description: Pass loaded

Our comments: A ledge runs across most of

the river but there is a side channel on far

river right which is passable. We did a 20m

portage and ran the rapid unloaded.

3. Salto Augusto (-8.887099, -58.554638)

Chandless description: Salto Augusto – the

great fall. By keeping close in shore along the

right bank, a canoe may safely come within 60

or 70 yards of the fall; thence canoes and all

have to pass overland for about 650 yards.

The rock is a sort of flagstone, with very level

strata. The river has two channels: the fall on

the left is perhaps the higher, but the main

body of water passes on the right, with a

width of 100 yards narrowing to 80 yards or

less below. The immediate fall is about 30

feet, with a second smaller one 150 yards

below; and the river at this time being full, the

rush of water from one to the other was very

fine.

Our comments: Nothing really to add to

Chandless’ description. The usual portage

route is on the right and was suggested to us

by everyone locally who knew the fall. We

were able to get within 10 meters of the fall

(as river levels were low) and portage over the

rocks close to the bank.

Side channel
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4. Tocorisal (-8.784758, -58.427221)

Chandless description: Unload; carry cargo

100 yards.

Our comments: River drops away on right in a

rapid with a big central tongue. Big whirlpools

on either side of central tongue. We did a

small portage on river left and then we ran

rapid unloaded on left and broke out before

the whirlpools.

5. As Furuas (-8.744446, -58.361428)

Chandless description: Unload twice; 200

yards and 40 yards. From our observation of

the right channel, this seems like an odd way

to pass the rapid. Potentially he took the left

channel.

Our comments: The right channel is a straight

1km line filled with three consecutive tongues

interspersed with whirlpools and cross

currents. We ran this rapid fully loaded,

shipped some water but fortunately didn’t

capsize. The channel is filled with very

destabilizing cross currents.

Non-rapid: Salsal

Chandless description: Pass loaded

Our comments: There was no obvious rapid between As Furuas and As Oudas. We conjectured it

could be either be a section we passed with shallow strips of pebbles across the river (but this would

disappear in higher water and so would not have affected Chandless). Alternatively, it could be a

thin neck in the river at coordinates (-8.715940, -58.424544) although there was no white water

here when we ran it.

The channel we ran



6. As oudas (-8.709481, -58.434916)

Chandless description: A collection of small

rapids amongst Islands. Pass loaded

Our comments: The right channel contains

two sections of white water. In both cases, it

is possible to avoid the main flow by taking

the weaker currents on river right.

7. São Lucas (-8.638853, -58.415272)

Non-rapid: Dobracao (-8.609374, -58.399914

Chandless description: Pass loaded.

Our comments: the river takes a right angle t

water, cannot legitimately be considered a ra

r
Two sections of white wate
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Chandless description: Unload; about 600

yards.

Our comments: One of the ‘big 6’ rapids. River

drops at right angle away on river right. Mess

of white water with at least 3 distinct ledges.

Rocks and smaller channels on river left

although probably floods over during high

water as google images suggests. We

portaged over the first ledge on river left then

ran a small section of a side rapid before lining

the final section.

: I think)

o the right. This had faster flow but at least in low

pid.



8. São Gabriel (-8.576277, -58.408039)

Chandless description: Pass loaded down side

channel: main channel half a mile wide, and

shallow, with a fall of 2 or 3 feet.

Our comments: Described perfectly by

Chandless. The sneak channel is on river left

and disappears off left, perpendicular to the

main river, around 50 meters before the drop.

9. São Rafael (-8.550892, -58.408125)

10. Santa Iria (-8.523001, -58.410200)

t
Sneak channel on river lef
Chandless description: Unload; 450 yards.

River divided into about a dozen small

channels by parallel Islands.

Our comments: There are lots of small

channels and sub-channels around a set of

Islands and it is not worth trying to describe

our exact line. Some channels had drops of 2

meters, others were rapids with shallow

gradients. We investigated 4 channels and

lined the one with the shallowest gradient on

the right-hand side of the river.

n
I think this is the channel we ra
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Chandless description: Unload; 500 yards.

Our comments: We approached on far river

right and portaged approximately 500 yards

across the Island which was covered in low

scrubby forest with a sandy and rocky floor.

There was powerful water across the whole

river with many big boulders in the water.

Portaging is probably easier on river left.

l
Right-hand channe
s
Island we portaged acros



11. Banco de Santa Úrsula and 12. Canal de inferno (-8.512545, -58.417713)

Chandless description: Unload twice; 600

yards and 200 yards. The banco is almost a

fall.

Our comments: S. Ursula – river drops away

on river left. There is a flat rocky ledge on

river right just before the river drops away

with a small stream running through a gap in

it. It is possible to line the boat through this

channel.

There is a flat section between Ursula and

Inferno that we partly ran and partly lined.

To pass inferno is a short portage over rocks

on river right. In higher water, a channel on

river right is probably navigable but when we

were there, it had dried up leaving lakes.

13. Misericórdia (-8.462329, -58.404303)

Chandless description: Unload; 200 yards. The

"Misericordia," though passable rowing in as

many minutes, is perhaps the most dangerous

on the whole river, on account of the violent

whirlpools which have sucked down canoe

and all occasionally. The river here makes a

sudden bend in and out at right angles,

narrowing at the same time from considerable

width into a channel not 70 yards wide, closed

in by beds of rock; the depth here seems

great, and the current varies continually, the

back-stream sometimes running strongly in

the very middle.

Our comments: Chandless’ description seems

like an exaggeration. At least in low water,

this rapid is very runnable and the whirlpools

weren’t as big as those in the Tocorisal rapids.

The currents however are strong.

Stream through rocky ledge – we lined

through this

Between the rapids: we ran and lined

this section, staying on river right.

This sneak channel is probably navigable

in higher water.

We portaged over these

rocks on river right



14. São Florencio (-8.385747, -58.356767)

Chandless description: Unload; 500 yards

Our comments: A beautiful rapid with the

river dropping over a steep angled fall in a

clean sheet of water followed by a huge wave

train. We approached the rapid on river left

and portaged over rocks. It is then possible to

run or line the left channel.

15. Labyrintho (-8.294623, -5

s
Portage over these rock
Line or run this left

channel
8.327479)

Chandless description: Pass loaded.

A number of channels between rocky Islands.

We stayed on river left and took a small

channel near the end of the rapids to join

river right. Stronger flow is on river right.
We took a channel around

here to rejoin river right
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16. Salto São Simão (-8.219349, -58.323769)

Chandless description: S. Simão has a fall of

about 6 feet except in the middle of the main-

channel, where the water has broken it down

and made a rapid; the fall is preceded by a

long rapid, and cargo has to be carried nearly

half a mile.

There is here a good deal of a soft white

sandstone, pieces of which are generally

carried off to serve as grindstones: the fall,

however, seems to pass over rock very similar

to that at the Salto August

Our comments: There is a long section of

rapids and fast water before the fall. We took

a right channel, which at times was very

shallow and pebbly and we had to get out of

the canoe. We re-entered the main channel

below a 2-metre drop, ran a small section of

the main channel, before portaging over rocks

to bypass the main 4-metre high falls.

17. Todos os Santos (-8.143616, -58.306536)

Cha

ver

Our

cha

the
Portage over these rocks to bypass

main falls
Point at which we reenter main

channel
Line we took. It is a channel of small

rapids preceding the main falls.
ndless description: Pass loaded, except in

y low water.

comments: We ran most of the main

nnel, lining the very last part on the left of

channel.

Section that we lined

Main channel that we ran
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Appendix 2: Fishing techniques in the Amazon
Fish forms a very important part of the diet of most people in the Amazon interior and as such,

people use a plethora of techniques to catch them. These vary depending on the community, time of

year and fish that you are trying to catch. Here is a selection of methods we observed but there are

many, many more than this!!

1) Fishing with a rod and reel (both with a lure or baited hooks). On the Arinos and upper

Juruena, all the fisherman we met used a rod and reel. However, in Sobrado and on the

lower Juruena and Tapajós, we saw hardly anyone using a rod and reel.

2) Wooden rod. In particular to catch smaller fish for bait, you cut down a thin, straight, sapling

and attach a line and hook.

3) Linhada. People will throw out lines by themselves, either with a baited hook or a lure. The

technique is to swing the line round and round, letting go at the perfect moment so the line

flies in an arc. This is how we tried to fish and it takes a lot of skill not to tangle the line. No-

one we ever met (either fishing with a rod or linhada) used floats but depending on the fish

and the currents, people would use weights.

4) Malhadeiras or nets. These are placed across parts of the river and are very successful in

catching fish.

5) Espinel. There are two ways to do this (depending on where you are they have separate

names but I can only remember espinel). The espinel is a line of rope, which can be as much

as 100 meters long, with baited hooks suspended from it on lines placed at regular intervals.

One method is to attach it between branches on the same side of the bank. The other

method is to tie one end to the bank and attach the other end to a sand bag placed in the

middle of the river. The lines often have huge hooks, big wire leaders and are very successful

at catching fish as fish across the whole river may be tempted by the bait. These are illegal

but are very difficult for authorities to spot as most of the line is under water.

6) Pontas de linha. The idea is similar to an espinel but with only one line. A single line with a

hook is attached to a bough overhanging the river. This is a great way to catch fish in the

Igapó, the flooded forest. The hook can be live baited with small fish by passing the hook

through the back or tail of the small fish.

7) Puladas. This is a simple but dangerous contraption. It is essentially a spring-loaded ponta de

linha. A sapling is bent over and the line attached with a notched stick to another stick.

When the fish pulls on the hook, it releases the trap and the fish is hoisted right out of the

water.

8) Arrastão. This is described in more detail on p.37. Particularly good in low water where

alcoves form between sand banks. You block off the alcove with a net and then drive a

motorboat or beat the water with sticks in order to scare fish into the net. There are

variations on this which include putting a net across the bank at night (where they often

sleep) and also scaring fish into it.

These are the main methods I observed but there are hundreds of variations. Twenty years ago, rich

people travelled to the upper Tapajós and used bombs to catch fish. Many indigenous peoples also

use natural poisons released into the water to knock fish unconscious. As a result, the fish float to

the surface and are then collected in baskets. I haven’t seen these methods used first hand though.
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Appendix 3: Notes on expedition planning and our kit
This is no place to write a comprehensive guide to expedition planning so here I list a few useful

resources that could help you plan an expedition and a bit of advice on kit etc. that is more specific

to Amazonian river expeditions.

EXPEDITION PLANNING

Some resources:

The RGS expedition handbook (both hard copy and online versions are available) is a useful

resource:

http://www.rgs.org/OurWork/Publications/EAC+publications/Expedition+Handbook/Expedition+Ha

ndbook.htm

The RGS run an annual fieldwork and expedition planning conference called Explore. This is a

fantastic place to make contacts and particularly if you haven’t organised a big expedition before,

the workshops are very informative.

The Oxford Handbook of Expedition and Wilderness Medicine provides very useful information on

planning the medical side of an expedition.

If you are planning a jungle river expedition, John Harrison’s website has some useful information on

his website: http://www.johnharrisonexplorer.com/

Good books on Amazonian river travel:

Out of Chingford: Round the North Circular and Up the Orinoco by Tanis and Martin Jordan

Up the Creek: an Amazon Adventure by John Harrison

Into the Amazon: an incredible story of survival in the jungle by John Harrison

Other comments:

The internet has a wealth of information that can help you plan an expedition. Other than online

information, getting in contact with people who have done similar expeditions is the most useful

thing you can do. Contact authors who have written books on their expeditions, get in contact with

people who have kept expedition blogs, email university professors who have conducted fieldwork

in the region you are interested in, etc. Most people are friendly and if they are excited by the

travelling and fieldwork that they have done, they will most likely be happy to help you out!

SPECIFICS

Insurance: If you want to buy medical insurance for a very remote jungle expedition that includes

search and rescue (SAR) coverage, the insurance brokers Quartz are able to offer this service.

Their website is http://www.quartzib.com/contact/ and the contact for expedition insurance is

liz.mayon-white@quartzib.com.
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Other brokers which cover expeditions are Harrison Beaumont, Dogtag, World Nomads, Safe travel

international (STI). STI was able to provide insurance with SAR but was much more expensive than

Quartz. World Nomads would only provide such insurance for professionally organised expeditions.

The other options either didn’t provide SAR or would not cover the Amazon region.

Canoes: Ally (folding) canoes are fantastic. They are robust and can (fairly easily) be transported

around in cars, busses, boats and airplanes. Pakboats make a similar craft. Other possible options are

to buy a local canoe. These are cheap but are very heavy so portaging the boat around rapids would

be very difficult – even a tiny canoe that barely fits two people is extremely heavy. Inflatable canoes

exist but are usually more sluggish in the water and not so great for long expeditions. However, I

don’t have experience with inflatable canoes so that is not to say that good inflatables don’t exist.

Alternatively, you buy a synthetic canoe – however the logistics of transporting such a boat could be

very complicated.

Communications equipment: A number of options exist. One option is a satellite phone. Another

option, and the one we used, is a tracking device that allows two-way messaging. We used a

Delorme InReach. The product and customer service however were not of the quality that I would be

happy to entrust my life in again. The device stopped working for no apparent reason and required

resetting. However, troubleshooting and reset instructions (which were very unintuitive) were not

included on the device or in the device handbook (they are only included in an online guide – and

internet is clearly inaccessible in the wilderness). For this reason, I lost trust in the device and in the

company that makes them. The Yellowbrick seems to provide a very professional service and I have

been recommended this device from someone who used one themselves. Another option is the

SPOT.

Water sterilization: Many options exist including filters (such as the lifesaver which we used),

sterilization tablets or drops, UV filters (steripen), filter straws and more. We used the Lifesaver,

which unfortunately stopped working, but which I think is generally reliable. You fill the bottle, pump

it to pressurize it and clean water comes out the drinking end. It is great if you drink water directly

from the bottle but if you want to use it to fill up waterbottles with clean water, it takes a lot of time

and I think next time, I would take sterilization tablets or drops instead. Disadvantage of tablets or

drops is that some of them aren’t that effective and the water often tastes bad. After our Lifesaver

stopped working, we either boiled water in the evening for the following day or used chlorine

dioxide sterilization drops.

Hammocks?: We used DD hammocks (which have inbuilt mosquito nets). This was a really good

piece of kit that I would recommend. They said the net had been insecticide treated but I would

probably retreat the net myself if I were to use this hammock in the jungle again as I swear

mosquitos landed on the net. Another popular (but more expensive brand) are Henessey hammocks.

Hammocks or tents? I have no experience of using tents in the jungle but they are used by many

people. Compared to hammocks, they offer more privacy, are probably better protected from bugs

(lots of bugs live in the trees so hammocks often get infested with ants, etc.), probably keep you

drier (water can run down the hammock strings or blow in under your tarp) and offer a space you

can eat, read and chill in with your mates (this is a bit more complicated in a hammock!).
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In terms of protection from animals, I usually slung my hammock fairly low so I would be well in

reach of jungle pigs, jaguars, etc. In this sense, very little difference between hammock and tent.

Another thing to think about is the temperature. A tent is warmer than a hammock. At the start of

our expedition, it was cold and we froze in our hammocks – tents would have been much more

comfortable. However, in the second half of the expedition, it was hot and I’m sure a tent would

have been unbearable. In terms of setting up tents and hammocks, tents are very versatile – all you

need is a patch of flattish ground – you can camp on rocks, beaches, etc. Hammocks you need trees

which is not generally an issue in a rainforest although finding good trees to attach your hammock to

isn’t always as easy as you might think (because of bugs, spiny trunks, flimsy trees, etc.).

You need to weigh up the advantages and disadvantages of hammocks and tents for yourselves and

decide. Some people take tents and hammocks!

Protected areas

The Brazilian Amazon has protected indigenous areas and wildlife conservation units (regional parks,

national forests, national parks, etc.). For some of these, entrance is forbidden and you need to

apply for permission to pass through. To pass through indigenous reserves, you formally need to

apply to FUNAI, the organization responsible for protecting indigenous peoples. This process takes a

very long time. In reality, if you seek permission from the indigenous people themselves, then there

will be no problem in passing through the reserves. If there are non-indigenous communities and

there is traffic on the river, even if there are indigenous reserves, there will be no problem in passing

through them without permission as clearly lots of local people pass through regularly without

formal permission. In the case of more isolated tribes, permission ought to be gained from the

indigenous owners of the land and maybe also from FUNAI.

There are many types of wildlife conservation units and access rules differ from park to park16. For

example, you are allowed to fish for personal consumption in the Anavilhanas National Park but in

the Juruena National Park, access is completely forbidden. National parks tend to be fairly well

protected by national park staff and although possible, it is harder to “sneak through” without

permission. State parks have a smaller budget and are less well protected and are easier to “sneak

through”.

Medical preparation

The Wilderness Medical Training Advanced Medicine course is expensive but very good. I would

recommend at least some first aid/medical training for extended and isolated expeditions. The

contents of our medical kit is included in appendix 5. Remember vaccines and malaria prophylaxis.

Fire

We used lighters to create a flame. As for tinder, a little bit of rag (from an old shirt for example)

soaked in cooking oil burns well. Bicycle inner tubes burn well too. Make sure that you can also start

a fire with wood shavings as this is a good survival skill. In reality though, it is much easier to carry a

rag and some extra oil – it will save you a lot of time.

16
For the types of conservation units in the Brazilian Amazon, see:

http://www.icmbio.gov.br/portal/biodiversidade/unidades-de-conservacao/categorias
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Maps

Google map images are the best maps that we could find on the Amazon. A large scale map of the

Amazon is International Travel Maps map of the Amazon Basin. I have been told by two different

people that better maps (but not as good as google maps) are available from the offices of the

Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística. There is an office in each state capital. If you contact

the geography department of UFAM (the federal university of Manaus), they have access to fairly

good maps they may be able to share with you. They may also be able to give you the contacts of

someone who knows and has studied the river system you are interested in and give you

information regarding water levels etc.

My favourite bit of kit

We bought a bucket for the equivalent of 80 pence from the local market. It was easily one of the

most useful items we took with us and I would seriously recommend one for a jungle canoe

expedition. We used it to carry water to our campsite, to soak clothes in, to shower, to store cooking

equipment in during the day, to sit on, to put fish in, etc. Life would have been a lot harder without

our bucket!

What kit did I wish I had taken?

I would have taken a folding chair. In the evening when you want to rest, you either have to stand up

or sit on the forest floor. A folding chair would have made evenings a lot more comfortable and I

think it would be worth carrying the additional weight for extra comfort.
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Appendix 4: Kit list
The items we brought along with us in our canoe, shared between the two of us.

MISCELLANEOUS
Toiletries and toilet paper
Diaries and reading material
2 machetes
2 knives
3 sharpening stones
Folding wood-saw
Permethrin treatment
DEET insect repellent
Sun cream
2 survival belts – each containing lighters, candle, compass, tyre-rubber, razors, fishing line and hooks, etc.
LifeSaver water filter – this broke during the expedition.
Backup chlorine dioxide water purification
2 rolls of duct tape
30 A4 pages of maps printed from Google Maps and Google Earth
Sewing kit

ELECTRONICS
Two-Way Satellite Messenger. (Delorme InReach – turned out to be unreliable)
Anker rechargeable battery reserve
Anker Solar panel
Mobile phone (with GPS)
4 small headtorches
1 beam headtorch
Spare batteries (enough for 16 torch replacements between us)
Camcorder
Camera

CANOE CLOTHES (EACH)
Canoe Wide brim hats
4 paddles 2 long sleeve shirts
Repair boat material and glue 2 long trousers
2 airbags (bow & stern) 1 t-shirt
2 buoyancy aids 1 shorts
Bow and stern painters (2m) 2 pairs socks
Throw rope Trainers
2 helmets Sandals
1 rucksack Flip flops
6 dry bags Watch
2 buckets Sunglasses

SLEEPING EATING
2 hammocks with built in mosquito nets Cooking pot
3 tarpaulins Pressure cooker
Paracord (lots) 2 cups
Thin blankets 2 spoons
Insulated sleeping mats 2 forks

2 bowls
2 tupperware boxes
2 sponges
8kg solid soap

FIRE FISHING
10 lighters Hooks
Bicycle inner tubes Flyfishing lures
Cooking oil 20kg line
Cotton rags Weights

FOOD (100kg of dry foods, 8L of oil, some fresh food and spices for 2 people for 2 months)
Dried beans, rice, pasta, polenta, oats, farinha de mandioca, flour, sugar, salt, milk powder, onions, garlic, spices, limes,
powdered juices.
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Appendix 5: Medical kit
 Eyes

o Cotton buds

o Dressing

o Local anaesthetic eye drops

o Topical antibiotic

 Wound or burn treatment

o Non-stick dressings

o Sterile gauze

o Crepe bandage

o Steri-strips (adhesive sutures)

o Tissue glue

o IM local anaesthetic

o Clingfilm

 Oral Antibiotics

o Co-amoxiclav

o Azithromycin

o Metronidazole

 Pain relief

o Co-codamol

o Paracetamol

o Ibuprofen

 Anaphylaxis treatment

o IM adrenaline

o Oral chlorphenamine

o Oral steroids

 Antimalarial

o Doxycycline

o Quinine sulphate for standby treatment

 Other

o Gloves

o Oral anti-diarrhoeals (loperamide)

o Topical hydrocortisone

o IM stematil

o Thermometer

o ORS spoon

o Triangular bandage

o Povidone iodine

o Topical bactroban (antibiotic)

o Topical clotrimazole

Notes on medical kit

We were able to obtain prescription medication through our Wilderness Medication Training qualification.

I am not a doctor but I believe that antibiotics and standby malaria treatment are some of the most important life-saving

medicines you can take on a jungle expedition. I would recommend strongly carrying anti-histamines (I took

chlorenphenamine and loratadine in my personal first aid kit) and topical hydrocortisone (a steroid) as these can provide a

lot of relief from bites. Povidone Iodine is very useful to keep bites and small wounds clean. Fungal infections are very

common in the jungle and so topical anti-fungal medication (e.g. clotrimazole) is also highly recommended.
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Appendix 6: Accounting Statement

EXPENDITURE TABLES

Costs incurred in British Pound Cost (£)

Expedition training/preparation

Wilderness Medical training 720,00

Trains to/from Scotland for WMT course 59,65

Trains to/from Lancaster (for canoe training) 53,85

Health and safety expenditures

Nomad medical kit 185,50

Malaria prophylaxis 58,43

Other medical kit items* 23,10

Clean water (lifesaver 4000UF and back up chlorine dioxide) 75,66

Delorme InReach (satellite communication equipment) 234,00

Delorme running costs (USD converted at 1USD:0.65GBP) 102,38

Solar charger and battery pack 57,00

Medical insurance (for Gabriele) 1.590,00

Equipment

Ally canoe, ally packsack and flotation bags 1.462,90

Hammock 41,65

Memory cards 56,43

Other items 1** 228,45

Transport

Flight (London - Manaus return) 788,31

Subtotal (UK costs) 5.737,31

Costs incurred in Brazilian Reis Cost (RS)

Transport

Taxi Manaus - Novo Airao 250

Motorboat Novo Airao - Sobrado 150

Boat and taxi Novo Airao - Manaus 45

Transport Manaus-Santarém (inc. river boat, taxis and tips) 145

Bus Santarém-Sinop 315

Bus Sinop-Juara 83

Transport (inc. overnight accom in Itaituba): Penedo - Santarém (taxi, boat) 400

Transport Santarém - Manaus 140

Accommodation, food and other expenditures

Gift to host family in Sobrado 550

Hotel in Sinop+Juara*2 130

Orientation period food shop 200

Expedition food shop 600

Other items 2*** 804

Expenditures on return to Juara (hotel, food, mats) 325

Expenditures in Barra, Ramal and Jacareacanga 200

Other (food, presents, small kit items, etc - lower bound of estimate) 400

Subtotal (Brazil costs) 4737

Sterling conversion (average exchange rate of 5,23)**** 905,74

GRAND TOTAL

Sum of UK and Brazilian costs 6.643,05

Original estimated project costs 6.870,84

*mirror, tuffcut scissors, ORS spoon, superglue, micropore tape, etc.
**paracord, knives, saw, flint+steel, paddle handles, dry bags, tape, compass, carabiners, velcro, insect repellant, mosquito
headnet, permethrin, webbing straps, boat glue, maps, diaries, casio watch, tuppawares
***machetes, pots and pressure cooker, wooden spoons, tarp, bucket and sacks, mugs, lighters, fishing kit, food containers,
glue, sharpening stones, blankets, sun cream, nuts, spices
****exchange rates during my withdrawals 4.62, 5.06, 5.22, 5.28, 5.35, 5.24, 5.29, 5.80
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INCOME TABLES

ITEM Value (£)

Lord Rootes Memorial Fund 3000

Opportunity Fund 400

Personal Sponsor 100

Personal contribution 3143,05
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Appendix 7: Formal expedition objectives
1) Navigation of the Arinos-Juruena-Tapajós river system as part of a two-man team by canoe.

2) To document our journey; tell the stories of the people we meet; engage our friends, family

and followers with Amazonian issues and inspire others to carry out expeditions through:

a. Photography, film and writing, which shall be published on our expedition website

(currently being designed).

b. Post-expedition talks

3) To link up with primary schools in the UK to inspire children and increase awareness of

Amazonian issues; create lesson plans, short video clips, conduct live question-and-answer

sessions with selected primary schools and conduct post-expedition talks.

Appendix 8: A comedic excerpt from Savage’s writings

On arrival at Diamantino on the upper Arinos, Savage’s men mutiny and leave him and he is unable

to get find extra men to work for him. He writes that “it was impossible to obtain a single extra man

in Diamantino. Labour was scarce, and the few labourers in existence were in absolute slavery.”

Slavery in Brazil had by then been abolished but was widely practiced throughout Brazil. Masters

would sell items to their slaves at extortionate prices and they would from then on be bonded by

debt, a practice that still exists in parts of the Brazilian interior!

Savage was willing to buy a slave, pay them a decent salary and free them at the end of the

expedition but he writes that “they were all so terrified of the Indians if they left the "city" that they

preferred to remain slaves.” In order to get his hands on more men, another cunning plan then

arises. Savage writes:

“Alcides [one of Savages remaining men] had gone round to look for a barber. There was only one in

Diamantino, and he was in prison for the murder of his wife, or for some other such trifling matter.

Armed with a pair of my scissors, Alcides went to the prison to have his hair cut. Once there he took

the opportunity to explain to the prisoner that it could be arranged to procure his escape if he were

willing to join the expedition. The barber—who had not inquired which way we should be travelling—

jumped at the idea. This necessitated having my hair cut too—rather a trial with scissors that did not

cut—in order to arrange matters further in detail. With a special permission from the local

authorities the barber was let out accompanied by two policemen—the only two in the place—in

order that he might reduce my hair by half its length or more.

While I underwent actual torture in having my hair clipped—as the prisoner's hands were trembling

with excitement, and my ears had various narrow escapes—Alcides, who, when he wished, had very

persuasive manners, induced not only the prisoner, but the two policemen—all three—to escape and

join the expedition. I must say that I did not at all look forward to the prospect of my three new

companions; but we were in terrible want of hands...

All was satisfactorily arranged, when the prisoner inquired where we were going. You should have

seen his face when I told him.
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"No, no, no!" he quickly replied. "No, no, no, no!" and he waved my scissors in the air. "I will not

come! I will remain in prison all my life rather than be eaten up by cannibals! No, no, no, no ... no, no,

no, no...!" he went on muttering at intervals as he gave the last clipping touches to my hair. He

hastened through his job, received his pay in silence, and asked the policemen to take him back

quickly to the prison…

The wise policemen, too, said that naturally, as their prisoner would not escape, they were obliged to

remain and keep guard over him ... it was not through lack of courage that they would not come; it

was because of their duty!”

His men eventually come back begging to be employed once more and he is able to continue his

expedition. Savage writes that the plan involved “thousands of kilometres of navigation of a

diabolical river, in an almost uncontrollable canoe, with an insufficient and absolutely incapable

crew….The least number of men necessary in order to be able to carry provisions sufficient to execute

either plan was thirty. I only had four.”

The expedition then launches and from reading his account, it is a wonder he survived!
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